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band have been used for decades as a means for studying the earth's ionosphere. Long

pulse lengths and wide antenna beamwidths have resulted in backscatter echoes that

were spatially averaged enough to give ambiguous information about the ionosphere.

The purpose of this research is to explore experimentally how a backscatter sounder

having high resolution in time delay (3 Vs) and in azimuth (1/2 deg) could be used

to better measure ionospheric effects in backscatter signals.

A pulse-compression waveform commonly referred to as seep-frequency, continuous-wave

(SFCW) modulation was used to achieve very short effective pulse lengths while allow-

ing the transmitter to use a unity duty cycle. This waveform is very resistant to

the effects of interference. A receiving-antenna azimuthal beamwidth of 1/2 deg was

obtained through the use of an existing 2.5-km filled-aperture array of vertical

monopoles.

It is found that with a backscatter sounder having these charactcristics, the spatial

variations in ground-scatter coefficient are remarkably prominent in backscatter data.

While it is possible to observe large areas (typically a few hundred km on a side)

-.here the average reflectivity varies considerably from adjacent areas of comparable

size, this research explores the use of bright, point-like echoes that are now clearly

visible with the equipment described above. These echoes are a manifestation of very
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localized increases in the ground-scatter coefficient. Over a 600-by-

700-km area principally in Colorado and New Mexico, 70 such echoes were

recorded. Ten- percent of these were visible more than 80 percent of

the time. Some of these echoes have intensities relative to the-back-

ground greater than 20 dB. No location and identification oi their

sources %as attempted. and it is shown here that for ionospheric-sounding

purposes it is not necessary to do so.

These localized scatterers produce multicomponent echoes on backscatter

ionograms, %hich are explained as time-delay-separated, two-way combinations

of upper and- lower rays and ordinary and estraordinary modes. A raytrazing

simulation shows that a linearly polarized point scatterer adequately

simulates the observed echoes.

It is found that Faraday rotation with signal frequency and with time

of day is now discernible on a single echo at a time. Magnetoionic

splitting in backscatter focusing lines is observed distinctly and fre-

quently for the first time; the presence of discrete echoes provides firm

verification of this interpretation.

Processing for delay resolution as small as 3 as showeU that the discrete

echoes had delay widths varying from the minimum observahle up to about

50 is. Delay-resolvable echoes generally showed point-like components

in their delay profiles. it was found that the 1/2-deg receiving beam

was not adeqstate to clearly resolve the discrete echoes in azimuth.

It is concluded that the degree of resolution attained is adequate to

discern detailed scattering characteristics of the-ground. For ionospheric-
sounding purposes, it is now possible to crudely characterize these discrete

echoing regions as linearly polarizedl isotropic, broadband, point scatterers.

This fortuitous circumstance allows a far better separation of ground-

scatter effects from ionospheric-propagation effects than has been previously

possible. The increased complexity of the type of sounder used is offset

by the advantage of not having to perform expensive simulations in order

to interpret backscatter signals.
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ABSTRACT

!! Ionoepherically propagated ground-backscatter signals in the 10-to-

30-MHz frequency band have been used for decades as a means for studying

the earth's iono.sphere. Long pulse lengths and wide antenna beamwidths

have resulted in backsatter echoes that were Spatially averaged enough

to give ambiguous information about the ionosphere. The purpose of this

research is to explore experimentally how a backscatter sounder having

- -high resolution in time delay (3 lis) and in azimuth (1/2 deg) could be

used to better measure ionospheric effects in backscatter signals.

I A pulse-compression waveform comonly referred to as sweep-frequency,

continuous-wave (SFCW) modulation was used to achieve very short effective

pulse lengths while allowing the transmitter to use a unity duty cycle.

f This waveform is very resistant to the effects of interference. A

4 receiving-antenna azimuthal beamwidth of 1/2 deg was obtained through

I -the use of an existing 2.5-km filled-aperture array of vertical monopoles.

It is found that with a backscatter sounder having these character-
istics, the spatial variations in ground-scatter coefficient are re-

markably prominent in backscatter data. While it is possible to observe

large areas (typically a few hundred km on a side) where the average

reflectivity varies considerably from adjacent areas of comparable size,

this research explores the use of bright, point-like echoes that are now

clearly visible with the equipment described above. These echoes are a

manifestation of very localized increases in the ground-scatter coeffi-

cient. Over a 600-by-700-km area principally in Colorado and New Mlexico,

70 such echoes were recorded. Ten percent of these were visible more

than 80 percent of the time. Some of these echoes have intensities

iii



relative to the background :greater than 20 dB. No location and identi-

fication of their sources was attempted, and it i shown here that for

ionospheric-sounding purposes it i5 not necessary to do so.

These localized scatterers produce multicomponent echoes on back-

scatter ionograms, which are explained as time-delay;-sepnrated, two-way

combinations of upper and lower rays and ordinary and extraordinary

modes. A raytracing simulation shows that a linearly polarized point

scat.terer adequately simulates the observed echoes.

It is found that Faraday rotation with signal frequency and with

time of day is now discernible on a single echo at a time. Magnetoionic

splitting in backscatter focusing lines is observed distinctly and fre-

quently for the first time; the presence of discrete ech-s provides

firm verif-ication of this interpretation.

Processing for delay resolution as small as 3 us showed that the

discrete echoes had delay widths varying from the minimum observable up

to about 50 Vs. Delay-resolvable echoes generally showed point-like

components in their delay profiles. It was found that the 1/2-deg re-

ceiving beam was not adequate to clearly resolve the discrete e'2hoes in

azimuth.

It is concluded that the degree of resolution attained is adequate

to discern detailed scattering charactei tics of the ground. For

ionospheric-sounding purposes, it is now possible to crudely characterize

these discrete echoing regions as linearly polarized, isotropic, broad-

band, point scatterers. This fortuitous circumstance allows a far better

separation of ground-scatter effects from ionospheric-propagation effects

than has been previously possible. The increased complexity of the type

'f sounder used is offset by the advantage of not having to perform ex-

pensive simulations in order -to interpret backscatter signals.

iv
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I INTRODUCTION;

A. Purpose

The purpose of this research Was to investigatu experimentally cer-

tain properties of ionospherically propagated, ground-backscattered radio

signals over the 9-to-27-Mlz frequency band. It has been known for decades

that ground-scattered skywave energy could return to its originating loca-

tion on the earth. and this circumstance has been frequently employed as

a means for studying ionospheric effects on radio propagation. Very little

knowledge has been available concerning the scattering propertie of the

earth at these frequencis. Furthermore, the level of equipmenta! sophis-

tication has been such that the influence of the ground in backscatter

sounding has been only occasionally discernible. The present work takes

advantage of recent improvements in equipment to separate out character-

istics of the ground-scatter process and to explore their use for sounding

purposes.

Most of the difficulties in drawing meaningful inferences about the

ionosphere with the backscatter sounding technique lie in the inability

to separate ground-scatter effects from ionospheric propagation effects.

Conventional backscatter sounders record only a spatially averaged indi-

cation of the return from the sarth-ionosphere combination, further hin-

dering such a separation. In addition, ionospheric phenomena of interest

vary with azimuth, elevation, and slant range (only two of these three

variables are independent). In the extzeme, this state of affairs means

that very little more can be learned about the ionosphere from back-

scatter sounding than can be determined from an ionospheric predictions

journal.
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A logical way to reduce this uncertainty is to increase the spatial-

discrimination characteristics of a backscatter sounder to the point

where the detailed scattering behavior of the ground is observable.

While such a high-resolution device ight complicate interpretation of

measurements, it might nevertheless be useful for making more precise

inferences about the ionosphere.

In the work described here, very short effective pulses and very

narrow azimuthal beamwidths are employed to achieve a high degree of

spatial resolution in backscatter sounding. The ultimate goal is to be-

able to study the ionosphere more effectively through the use of back-

scatter Sounding; but the immediate goal., pursued here, is to explore in

what manner the improved spatial discrimination may be used to separate

ground backscatter effects from ionosphere effects.

As a result of the improved discrimination non available, -it is

shown in what way spatial variations in the ground-backscatter coefficient

can be of first importance in backscatter sounding. This work especially

explores measurements of backscatter echoes produced by numerous localized

increases in ground reflectivity. Such measurements are seen to allow a

far better separation of the earth/ionosphere combination than has been

preyiously possible. It is important to note at the outset that most of

the results obtained here are normally not Gf use over the sea, where

the scattering surface is xelatively uniform from place to place.

B. Background

Verification that the rough surface of the earth could actually

scatter ionospherically propagated radio Waves back to their points of

origin was first provided by Peterson1 and Dieminger.2 Indeed. many

experiments have been undertaken for ionospheric study using this two-way

mode of propagation through the ionosphere.

2



Until recently, data interpretation and subsequent inferences were

based on assuming that the ground-backscatter coefficient waS constant

from place to place but varied with elevation angle, 1. This assumption

was used in the only two procedures now in existence for simulating back-

scatter returns via digital computation. Croft, 4 constructed a two-

dimensional (slant-range-vs.-elevation-angle) approximation for the radar

equation involving ditital raytracing techniques; while Georges and

Stephensons generalized this procedure to include t'.e third dimension

(azimuth). When these procedures were developed, it was concluded that

available data could be adequately simulated by (1) neglecting magnetic

field effects, (2) neglecting variations in ihe earth's backscatter cross

section from place to place, and (3) assuming iwo-way propagation over

the same ionospheric path (mode). It will be shown here that the availa-

bility of techniques giving high resolution in delay and azimuth, plus

the decided advantages of a modulation scheme known Ps SFCW (sweep-

frequency, continuous-wave), allows the observation of backscatter fea-

tures that invalidate one or several of the above approximations.

The foremost advantage that can be claimed for backscatter sounding

of the ionosphere is that with this technique one may investigate phenora-

ena at all azimuths and over a large increment of ranges from a single

location. Unfortunately there is the formidable proolem of sorting out

wanted signals from unwanted signals, principally because it is difficult

to determine exactly where the scattering occurs. With complete knQwledge

of the ionosphere, this problem would be essentially circumvented, but

then there would be no reason to study the ionosphere. One other diffi-

-)culty that must be surmounted is that the signal energy scattered from

the earth's surface is not very large, especially relative to background

interference and noise.

3



in spite of these difficulties, the backscatter technique, even with

its ambiguities and weak signal environment, is useful for exploring the

spatial and temporal variation of such phenomena as sporadic-E patches

(variable clouds of ionization at 100 km altitude that strongly affect

radio propagation). The backscatter technique is also used for detection

of and measurements on traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID's).
4-7

However, Georges and Stephenson5 point out very well that backscatter

indications of disturbance phenomena cannot be simply interpreted. Back-

scatter sounders may also be employed for mapping ionospheric plasma fre-

quencies over a sizable region of the ionosphere.7

Other than using backscatter to study ionospheric phenomena fir

their own sake, a useful practical application exists-as well. If the

detailed properties of radio-wave propagation can be determined over a

particular path via backscatter soundings, a convenient means of accurate

prediction of communication quality over that path will be available.

The several general topics listed here have usually been investigated

with little knowledge of the ground-scatter process. For example, the

location of the "leading edge" or minimum-time-delay focusing line in the

time-delay-vs,-signal-frequency domain is determined by ionospheric propa-

gation factors alone.' The behavior of the leading edge has been studied

extensively; however, uncertainty as to where the backscatter echo comes

from (in the ionosphere or on the ground) limits the usefulness of the

leading edge for ionospheric study.

Several workers have attempted to measure or deduce the variation of

terrain scatter with elevation angle.', -12 Many include some treatment

of the effects of polarization on ground-backscatter coefficients. A few

have studied the ways in which the cross section a can vary from place to

place. a is defined as the reflected power per unit solid angle in the

direction of the source, per unit power density incident upon the scatterer.

4
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Virtually all measurements have been made with line-of-sight geometry

between transmitter/receiver and scattering region. Scatter sources

1 2 91'1studied include different types of terrain,- :rees e, buildings, '
°

powerlines, 11nd of course mountains, 2 ,; For several reasons (dis-

cussed in Section II) it has proven difficult to observe an place-to-

place variations in scatter from the earth as seen by a backscatter

sounder. A long-time controversy has raged as to whether sea or land

scatters more efficiently atHF frequencies (the most recent discussion

is by Barnum).10

C. Approach Used in the Present Stud"

A straightforward approach using existing equipmental facilities

has been developcd by Stanford Electronics Laboratories at Los Banos,

California and elsewhere for determining the effects of variable scat-

tering from the ground-on ionosphorically propagated backscatter signals.

Particular use has been made of a capability to generate very short ef-

fective 'pulses." The time-delay resolution thus obtained has bordered

on the maximum supportable value for the dispersive, birefringent iono-

sphere having numerous sournes of inhomogeneity. It was also possible

to take advantage of a very large (2.5-km) linear array developed by

Sweeney , which was the narrowest filled-aperture, easily-steerable

antenna beam available for use in the high-frequency band.

The combination of these features in the sounding system localizes

the echoing regions on the ground and in the ionosphere. Thus it is now

to be determined how this improved spatial resoluti.,on can be used to

separate out the ground influence on backscatter sounding.

One important answer sought in this study is whether it is possible

to glean useful information without specific location and identification

of the scattering sources. The equipmental facilities for proceeding

5



a long the latter path are available; but it is judged worthwhile to de-

tcrmine what information is attainable. without locating and identifying

th scattering sources.

A portable repeater was placed in the field for calibration and

reference purposes. One of the inherent difficulties in ionospheric re-

search lies in a common inability to control experiments. Therefore a

means was developed whereby the repeater could serve as a control variable.

Comparison of echoes from the repeater (with known characteristics) to

echoes from localized regions on the earth helps verify the inferences I

drawn from the naturally occurring echoes. A simulation via three-

dimensional raytracing further aids and supports the data interpretation.

Two types of backscatter data are analyzed here: the first is the

informative and commonly used wide-sweep backscatter ionogram (a display

of time delay vs. signal frequency), while the second is a display of

time delay vs. azimuth. A series of experiments is performed using these

data formats to build up a rudimentary model of ground-scatter effects in

backscatter sounding of the ionosphere. Rather than a very narrow study

in great depth, tlle research leading toward this stated aim is fairly

broadly based. Several diverse observations are analyzed in construction

of the ground-scatter model; it is shown that this approach does allow

clearer inferences about the ionovDhere than have previously been possible.



II BACKSCATTER SOUNDING WITH SHORT EFFECTIVE PULSES

AND NARROW ANTENNA BEAMS

A. Equipment Used for This Research

In this section the essential features of the experimental facilities

are described, leaving the details to Appendix A. A backscatter sounder

operated by Stanford University is located in the San Joaquin Valley of

California. With this sounder, the properties of narrow-beam, short-

pulse HF backscatter from land could conveniently be investigated. The

sounder operated bistatically, with the transmitter placed near Lost

Hills, California and the receiver located 185 km to the northwest, in

Los Banos, California (see Figure 1). Forward-oblique soundings for

reference purposes were made over an east-west 2600-km path from Bearden,

Arkansas to the receiving facility. A portable repeater operating from

a station wagon was available to satisfy various calibration requirements.

At each of the transmitting sites there was a frequency standard for

time synchronization with the other sites; a compressed-pulse waveform

generator; a linear power amplifier operating over the HF band (10 watts

at Bearden and 30 kilowatts at Lost Hills); and an antenna. The Lost

Hills antenna was unusual in that it was a vertically polarized, steer-

able array, boresited at 90 degrees (true) and producing a beom covering

-6 degrees in azimuth. (See Appendix A for details and a representative

antenna pattern.)

The equipment at the Los Banos site consisted of a timing standard,

a compressed-pulse generator, a receiver, data-processing and recording

equipment, and an antenna. The receiving antenna was a 2.52-km linear

array of 256 vertical monopoles producing a nominal I/2-degree azimuthal

7
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beam. A ground screen stabilized ground impedance over the absolutely

flat but chemically variable earth. This array was steerable by the use

of delay cables in 1/.4-degree increments ±16 degrees about its boresite

direction of 90 degrees (true). Sweeney presents in detail the design

features and performance characteristics of this array, some of which are

reproduced -in Appendix A.

The waveform used here deserves special mention because it offers

significant advantages for backstatter sounding of the ionosphere. The

linear sweep-frequency, continuous-wave (SFCW) waveform familiar to radar

specLalists1 ~ , s has been shown to be useful fcr ionospheric sounding 7

and was recently used in a forward-oblique sounding experiment using the

Los Banos array. 3 A transmitted frequency "ramp" (sweep) is received

Pnd mixed or deramped with a local frequency "ramp" Which has appropriate,

known offsets in its start time and start frequency. The received signal

is then spectrum-analyzed to produce a display of signal amplitude vs.

time delay. The processing technique is essentially that of a matched

filter, and a short effective pulse is thereby generated by the pulse-

compression processing. Pulse-compression ratios in excess of 105 are

achievable with the SFCW generators used in this research.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the sounder system. More processing

details are presented in Appendix A. Advantagez: of SFCW modulation in-

elude (1) the capability bf using a 100-percent transmitter duty cycle,

(2) considerable suppression of fixed-frequency interference, (3) good

time-delay resolution easily varied in reprocessing recorded data, and

(4) amenability to reduction of the sidelobes in time delay, which pro-

duce self noise. One potential disadvantage is that a Doppler shift is

interpreted as a change in time delay when "delay-only" processing of

SFOW signals is used. This effect is neglected in this study since

ionospheric Doppler is generally < 1 Hz, below the plausible upper limit

9
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for a 6avelength of 15 m (a 1-liz Doppler implies a 72,-k change in path

length in one hour). Only during sizable disturbances and at dawn/sunset

periods should this value be exceeded.1 7  A Doppler spread however

will deteriorate the quality of the effective pulse, not just shift the

pulse in the time-delay domain.

A second potential disadvantage of using SFOV waveforms is that one

must assume the medium to be stationary over the signal duration T (which

varies from 0.1 to 1.0 s in this work). Changes on a time 9cale less

than these values of T will not be observed. It is thought, however

that this feature does not influence the results presented here.

Two somewhat different experimental formats were developed for use

in this experiment. The first was wide-sweep backScatter wherein the

9-to-27-MHz band was continuously swept, usually at a 250-kliz/s rate,

repeating the 18-MHz sweep typically every 2 min. The frequency interval

swept can be reduced, thereby reducing the repetition time to seconds.

Repetition time is important in that it sets the scale of time changes

that may be observed. Spectrum-analyzer output xas commonly fed to a

facsimile recorder to generate a plot of intensity-modulated difference

frequency vs. time of day. Such a plot can be interpreted in the form of

time delay vs. signal frequency (a backscatter ionogram). This display

permitted visual observation of a 15-dB dynamic range in backscatter amp-

litude, and was used to observe ionospheric styucture vs. frequency for

a continuum of path lengths.

The second type of experimental format consisted of transmitting a

narrower frequency ramp, typically of 500 klz total bandwidth, at a 500-

*1 kHz/s rate once per second. This format provided highly resolved informa-

tion on time delay vs. time of day. If the antenna arrays are steered

synchronously with this repetitive sweep, a plot of time delay vs. azimuth

(B-scan) can be generated. Azimuth information obtained in this manner

11



is incoherent, since only the energy in one delay cell is compared at

adjacent an.tenna steer positions. Furthermore. the resolution of the

equipment in slant range (tie delay) is typically ten times as good as

the resolution in cross range (azimuth).

Quantitative amplitude infornation was obtained by displaying back-

scatter anplitude vs. delay for each value of signal frequency for back-

scatter ionograms. or for various times of day or antenna azimuths in

the case of repetitive, short frequency sweeps.

B. Observing Variation in a in 11F Backscatter frot Terraino

This section will show under what conditions the variability of the

ground-backscatter coefficient will appear in backscatter sounding data.

In sounding the ionosphere via 11F ground backscatter, some experi-

menters y- have been able to observe sone variability in a (backscatter
0

cross section per unit area) fro= place to place on the earth's surface

wb!Le others have not. (a is a comonly used artifice determined by0

dividing the scattering cross section j by the illuminated area A. It

is particularly useful for dealing with extended scattering regions.)

Several experimenters have obsarved the land-sea interface on backscatter

data-, °' but until recently it was ambiguous as to whether the sea

or the land scattered 11F radio waves more efficiently. There is evidence

that u over land varies considerably and that upright objects on the
0

ground (trees, buildings, power lines, etc.) may create locally strong

echoes. -
- In a line-of-sight backscatter exoerinment' - an echo from a

power line was observed that was the same order of ma- nitude as that of

a nearby mountain.

There are several contributory factors that may obscure observation

of variations in , . Some of these are (1) rarrowband interference,
o

12



(2) lack of system sensitivity (i.e., pouer ort target, receiver sensi-

tivity, noise environment), (3) too large resolution-cell size and range-

azimuth sidelobes (self-noise), (4) signal fluctuations that may obscure

apparent differences in a . and (5) a tendency for researchers not :% be

concerned with such variations. An example of this last factcr arises

when inferences about ionospheric structure are made only from the locus

of the leading edge of backscatter rezurns. 2 1 However, the first three

factors are beli~ved to be The more important, and each of these will

now be considered.

1. interference Suppression in SFCW Scunding

FLxed-frequency interference typical of HF practice seriously

degrades the quality of I[F ionospheric sounding data. Pulse-tompression

techniques (specifically SFCW with very large time-bandwidth products)

effectively discriminate against this interference, thereby allowing more

detailed analysis of the desired signals. SFCWI tends to suppress inter-

ference in this application by allowing the transmitter to use a unity

duty cycle (which results in larger average signal energy at the re-

ceiver), by using a narrow receiver bandwidth while achieving high delay

resolution, and by virtue of its large time-bandwidth product. Signal-

processing techniques such as "clipping" and "self blanking" also perform

well with the SFCW uveform.
2

In Appendix B it is shown that for each interference signal

encountered whose strength is much larger than that of the desired SfCW

signal, the ratio of signal to interference is improved approximately in

proportion to the time-bandwidth (01) product. For this experiment, '1"
3 5

varies from 2.5 X 10 to 5 X 10 Thus the use of SYCW can provide a

nominal 40-dB rejection of a single interference signal (which can be tens

of millivolts at the receiver input) encountered over the bandwidth. W.

13



2. Effect of Narrow Beans and Short Pulses

Little information is available as to the specific nature of

terrain scatter in the HIF frequency band (3 to 30 1111Hz). As a first

model of vari-:ble terrain reflectivity, consider a point echo (taken

here to mean any echo Rot extended in time delay or azimuth) of total

cross section immersed in an extended continuum of per-unit-area cross

section a . No Doppler component vill be considered, as scatterers ono

the ground are assumed to be fixed, and the ionospheric component of-

Doppler -.s normally hounded below I Hz.1 No pularization effects

are considered in this section.

Here, short equivalent pulses and narrow antenna beams (azimuth

only) are used to localize the region on the ground from which back-

scatter is received. To observe the discontinuity in reflectivity, it

is desirable to increase the signal-to-clutter ratio where signal in

this case is the return from the localized variation from the mean cross

section and the rest of the scattered energy is clutter. A common ap-

proximation to this situation is to idealize the sounder's behavior by

assuming a perfect rectangukar pulse of length T and a uniform beam of

angular vidth 0. This cannot be achieved in practice oecause of infinite-

bandwidth and infinite-aperture requirements, but it does provide P use-

eul guideline. 9 is often taken to be the 3-dB beamwidth, but the pat-

tern factor may be evaluated more accurately;2 3 and in fact this has

been done in an appll.cation using the Los Banos antenna array.
2 0

For a ,onostatic sounder (one in which the transmitter aid

receiver are collocated) the illuminated area on the ground is

(1/2 cT sec ) (R) as indicated schematically in Figure 3. For

clutter cross section a, the total clutter signal returned is

-:c r see (-)0/2, and some reasonable criterion such as desired signal

equal to clutter signal is then adopted as a rule for detection of the
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FIGURE 3 GROUND PROJECTION FOR MONOSTATIC SOUNDER WITH IDEAL PULSE AND
IDEAL AZIMUTHAL BEAMWIDTH

signal of interest. This somewhat arbitrary criterion means that the

s.Xi adjacent to the cell of interest has 3 dB less power in it.

-As a ?cific axampic, Barnum'7c measured HF brckscatter cross

sections for cement-block walls, extrapolating results to arrive at an-V 52

estimate of 3.5 X 105 m for the 11F backscatter cross section of a city,

i at elevation angles in the neighborhood of 10 to 30 degrees. B3y way of} -4

illustration, take -the average value of co over land to be 10 . For

observation of a prominence in the backscatter due to a spatially confined

echo region at a range of 2000 km and an elevation angle of 15 degrees,
-13 -4

:a c Z cT sec(9) R9 demands that T a X = 6.5 x 10
O 0

seconds degrees. Thus a pulse length of 100 us and a beamwidth of

1- 6.5 degrees should be adequate for providing localized city-echo return

equal to the return from average rough land. This estimate is not exact

Idue to the extended nature of cities (and forests).

15
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To illustrate the changing requirements on T and B as a
0

changes: Figi-tre 4 has been constructed. Range, elevation angle, and

backscatter cross section are held fixed at 2000 kin, 15 degrees, and-52 -Il ~
10 m , respectively. a is varied from 10 to 10 in increments of

o

10. The required values of T and 8 for a = a can then
point echo clutter

be read from the graph. Different values for a may-be accom-point echo

modated by proportionately varying the parametric values of o --i.e.,
- 0

if a = 5 X 100 m-J then the values for 0 should also bepoint echo o

mtitiplied by 5.

This graph indicates that only modest values of T and 8 are

required to reveal variations in HF ground backscatter. A typical

example is that a sounder with a l0-degzee beam and an 18 Vs pulse length

52
should be able to discern point echoes of 100 m cross section in the

-41
midst of rough surface scatter whose per-unit-area crcss section is 10

Even 20-degree beams and IO0-Ls pulse lengths would be likely to produce

at least some indication of variable a . Values of T and 0 achievable
0

with the Los Banos sounder are plotted in Figure 4, as are those obtain-

able by conventional sounders. Although certain types of scattering

should appear as point echoes (i.e., from towers, power lines, single

buildi'gs, specular reflections from mountain faces, etc.) other likely

sources of deviation from the average will be spread in delay and azi-

muth (cities, mountain ranges, plains regions, lakes, etc.). Some such

extended regions of interest should produce cross sections considerably

lower than the average.

Interaction of the backscatter sounder's cell size and the

V .characteristic size" of variations in a will determine to some extent
0

whether such deviations are observable. In the limit of very small cell

size the energy returned is so small that system noise will hinder de-

tection of backscattered energy. For very large cell sizes the variations

16
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in a will be averaged out except in unique cases (land vs. ocean, per-
0

haps). In between these extremes, where such variation should be readily

apparent, the effects of range and azimuth sidelobes may contribute

heavily; this effect will be examined in the lollowing paragraphs.

3. Delay and Azimuth Sidelobe Energy

Short pulses and narrow antenna beams were used to localize

the energy returned to the backscatter sounder. The earth/ionosphere

combination is a significantly extended echoing region in the T dnd e

domains. Even though large bandwidths and large apertures were employed

to reduce the size of the resolution cell, there were inevitable delay

and azimuth sidelobes through which energy could be returned. This self

noise or self clutter can have ser.ious consequences for the observation

of variable scattering efficiency over the T and 0 backscatter domains.

For a uniformly scattering ground and a simplified ,.onospheric

model., a portion of an average backscatter return is sketched in Figure 5.

O00) CONSTANT

BACKSCATTER -IT- in
SOUNDER

7 110-11n0'

ZLEADING EDGE OF
BACKSCATTERRETURN AT o

658278

FIGURE 5 SKETCH OF A PORTION OF THE AVERAGE BACKSCATTER RETURN IN THE
TIME DELAY AND AZIMUTH (T-6) DOMAINS. Note thrt the return in 0 is really

over 2n radians. It is assumed that o(r,0) 'fr) - o'(0) whe,. primes denote the ross
section of the earth-ionosphere combination.

18
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Although the return is constant over it has a rapid decay with T,

beginning at the minimum time delay of backscattered energy. The decay

4, 3
in energy is principally due to "1/R4  losses (really 1/R3 because the

cell area increases linearly with range, R), absorption, and the probable

decrease in average scattering coefficient with decreasing elevation

angle (increasing delay). This energy fall-off is a prominent feature
-1T/4

of backscatter ionograms and is roughly approximated by aU(T) X 10

for T : 10 ms, where T is measured relative to the minimum time delay

return. a (T) is the effective cross section, which includes all the

propagation factors above. It is the energy per unit de7Lay returned via

the earth/ionosphere combination.

Superimposed on this average return are numerous fluctuations.

The ones of interest here are variations in the earth's backscatter co-

efficient.

It is assumed that the T and 6 domains are independent, both

in terms of power returned to the sounder and in terms of the subsequent

processing of the data. This approximation is nct strictly valid, but

is permissible for the purposes at hand. Thus, a'(T;e) = a'(T)U'(e),

where the primes denote the cross section of the earth/ionosphere com-

bination. As far as processing is concerned, T and 6 are independent

for a ronostatic sounder and for sufficiently narrowband systems where

the signal bandwidth is less than 10 to 20 percent of the carrier

frequency.

Earlier in this section it was described how a range-vs.-

azimuth display was obtained by slowly scanning the antenna array

(normally 1/4 degree per second) s:,nc1hronously with repetitive SFCW

sweeps. Azimuth information was obtained by comparing energy in a range

gate for successive sweeps (which were made at adjacent antenna steer

positions). To the extent that the echoes remained fixed over the period

19
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of time it took to generate an azimuth scan, the azimuth "processing"

is independent of the SFCW processing. Thus, the average power out of

the sounder as a function of T and e may be described by a superposition

of returns--namely

P Te) =fo'C(T,) h(TG,) dT dO

where h(TO) describes the processing in delay and azimuth performed by

the backscatter sounder (antenna effects included). Both a'(Te) and

h(T,) are separ'able functions by assumption; so

r,o(? e) = P(T) Po(o)

Approximate evaluations of P (T) and Po(O) ?re given in

Appendix B_ P (T) is found to contain a convolution of C '() and the
T

delay portion of the well known delay-Doppler ambiguity function.1 "

This function has been studied extensively for SFCW waveforms.
1 4 1 S

P (8) is approximately proportional to a convolution of the combined

antenna patterns and c(s). Figure 6 is a plot of P T(T) for a point

0I*

W -10

L -20

. -30

I-

-40

TIME DELAY
658280

FIGURE 6 F.-FECTIVE PULSE FROM SFCW PROCESSING. Signal durrtion is T s. total
banowidth is W Hz. Hanning window produces ideal largest sidelobe -32 dB from
peak. Departure from ideal sweep can substartially increase sidelobe level, but does

no; broaden the mainlobe width.
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echo in delay; its largest sidelobe is -32 dB relative to the peak and

has a mainlobe width of 1.6/W (recall that W = bandwidth). Similarly,

Figure 7 is the point-echo azimuth response for -50 : e 5 50 and

=20 m.

A generalized discussion in Appendix B of the effects of these

sidelobes in time delay and in azimuth serves to emphasize the limita-

tions they impose when one is probing the extended earth/ionosphere

echoing region. Some general factors for determining the contribution

of self noise from all sidelobes ar- described. Thsir effects will be

pointed out in the data presented in the following section.

In brief summary, this section has determined "close-up" system

response in time delay (Figure 6) and in azimuth (Figure 7). For back-

scatter sounding in parti6ular, selY noise can require a substantial cor-

5 rection factor for the idealized pulse and idealized beamwidth model for

the illuminated region on the ground. Sidelobes have the effect of

scoothing out variations in received energy such as would be produced by

spatial variations in l-nd-backscatter coefficient.

21
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ill DISCRETE ECHOES IN SVWET-R-pUENCy BACxKSCATTER

Ultitiately, we wish to understand how spatial variations in ground

reflectivity will influence the study of the ionosphere via the

baekscatter-sounding technique. The procedure here will be to synthesize

a very sinple codel for localized echoes in backscatter ionograms, the

predictions of which we Will then compare with observation.

To place this topic into perspective with previous efforts in back-

scatter research, consider Figure 82 which is a fairly typical backscatter

ionograta =de with the high-resolution sounder. Frequency vs swept

9 to 27 iz at 250 kHz per second, and a 4-iz individual filter bandwidth

in the spectrum analyzer yielded a theoretical time-delay resolution of

16 gs. Beginning at 9 l.Iz and 2.2 ms, the seniver!Lu.1 ionogran from

Lost Hills to Los Banos is visible, providing a convenient check upon

time-delay calibration. Backscatter appears to "grow out" of the two-

hop ionogram as expected.3 The leading edge of mininun-time-delay back-

scattered energy proceeds smoothly to higher frequency and longer delay,

as is typical of a single-layer ionosphere under quiet conditions. The

faintly visible splitting of this leading edge is due to separate time-

delay-focusing lineg for ordinary and for extraordinary nodes; expericep -

tal support for this conclusion will be offered later.

One reason for the clarity of these data is the relative imunity

to interference, which is attested to by a lack of vertical lines on the

data. Only seven discrete interference lines are visible over 9 to 27

M z. This is in marked contrast to high-quality, pulse-type backscatter

soundings24 which often showed 10 to 20 times as many interference lines

over the same band.

23
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This record displays unusual variations in signal strength.- Several

discrete echoes of nearly constant delay over several 3.i1Iz are visible

(a few are indicated by s=311 arrous). In =ddition, there -ire large

regions wiiere the average backscatter energy is less than at shorter or

longer delays. It will be shown that spatial variations in the ground-

bac'Nscatter coefficient will account for these aspects of the backscaiter

Large arrouS in Figure 8 indicate localized time-variable signal

ezhacements that are thought to result fro= an iorxoeric disturbance.

Each of the discrete echo~es on the backscatter ionogramu show rapid,

seni-regular amplitude variations as the signal frequen~cy is swep: t-hese

will be shown to be related to 3?aradaT rotation.

A- Interpretation of Single-Echio Structure on Backscatter IoL'ograms

In this section the backscatter-ionogran echo thnt would be prodslced

by a point scatterer will be sirriated. This simulation will be compared

with observed echoes both froza naturally occurring localized scattering

regions and fro= the portable repeater described in Appendix A.

Consider an isotropic, point scatterer on the grouud---say, 1500

$ h-a~ from2 a bac.,scatter sounder. A single-layer ionospbere is assumed, one

in vh~cfl the QI. approximation. adequately describes the propagation char-

acteristics. It should be noted that if the QL coadition -is occasionally

violated, it will not affect the results here. This approximation is

used vainly for convenience. Equal-strength ordinary (0) modes and

* extraordinary (X) modes are considered. Linearly polarized antennas are

assumed, as is the case for the Los Ban~os backscatter sounder.

I2



i. Case 1: Yonostatic Sounder, No Polarization Sensitivity at
scatlerer

Propagation from transmitter to scatterer may proceed by four

different =odes. corresponding to cembinations of lower (L) and upper

(U) rays, and ordinary (0) and extraordinary (X) =odes. A sketch of a

representativ, oblique ionogram is found in Figure 9(a). Upon scattering,

ordinary rays (of circular polarization by virtue of the QL approximation)

will return as ordinary waves; extraordinary rays will return as extra-

ordinary. Incident r*ys, whether lower or upper, will each excite upper

and lower rays upon scattering; any difference in characteristic polari-

zation between upper and lorer rays is neglected. Each returning mode

will have circul ar polarization.

Figure 9(b) depicts the code structure of such a two-way

"composite" ionogram on a delay expanded scple. Modes are identified as

t(.tgoirO)/(incoming). Thus U/L ceans upper rzy outgoing and lower ray

iccoming, and LOXX would indicate lower-ray ordinary outgoing and upper-

ray extraordinary incoming. Two U/L mixed modes appear; otherwise the

composite ionogram has the shape of the one-way forward-oblique sounding.

(Note that relative delay between modes is doubied in this two-way path.)

Up to six modes will be present on this echo. As long as all modes are

resolvable on a tide-delay basis, each mode should have a relatively

constant amplitude with frequency. When two modes are not delay-resolved

(LO/LO and LX/LX. for example), then mode-interference effects can pro-

duce alternate peaks and nulls in the echo as frequency is changed. The

;nixed modes are each two modes having the same delay characteristics--

LO/UO and UO/LO have the same total delay.

U/L mixed modes have been observed on two-hop forward-oblique

soundings by Sweeney.
13
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FIGURE 9 SKETCHES OF COMPOSITE IONOGRAMS IN SINGLE-LAYER IONOSPHERE FOR
MONOSTATIC SOUNDER (Not to Scale)
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2. Case 2: Monostatic Sounder. Linearly Polarized Scatterer

The principal difference from Case I is that here incident

circularly polarized energy is scattered so that returning energy is

initially linearly polarized. Mien this energy enters the ionosphere

on the return path, the characteristic modes of right- and left-circular

polar~ization appear,

Hence, incident energy of one magnetoionic mode excites both

modes upon scattering. Four "crossed" modes are now added to those of

Case 1; "crossed" modes are those where 0 rays couple with X rays (or

vice versa) in these composite ionograms. Figure 9(c) is a sketch of the

type of echo expected in this case; each of the additional modes is

labeled. Each of these crossed modes is the superposition of two modes--

i.e., LO/LX has the same delay as LX/LO. The total number of discrete

modes here is ten.

3. Case 3: Bistatic Sounder, No Polarization Sensitivity at

Scatterer

Analysis of high-resolution backscatter data is more complex

for a bistatic configuration. Outgoing and incoming path segments may

be essentially independent (midpaths for the Lost Hill-Los Banos sounder

are approximately 90 km apart). For the purpose of synthesizing single-

echo structures, the net result is that ordering of the path segments is

important. Furthermore, for the ranges and azimuths this sounder used.,

the two path segments were always unequal in ".ength. When propagating

to the east the outgoing pa-tl was always shorter (nominally by 100 km),

while the reverse was true for propagation to the west.

Consider that the path segments are sufficiently different in

length to produce a visible difference in MUF's. (Figure 10(a) shows

sketched ionograms for each of the two path segments.] No coupling

28
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FIGURE 10 SKETCHES OF COMPOSITE IONOGRAMS IN SINGLE-LAYER IONOSPHERE FOR
BISTATIC SOUNDER (Not to Scale)
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between 0 znd X occurs; but the two mixed modes of Figure 9(b) are now

split into four delay-separated modes as indicated in Figure 10(b) A

maximum of eight mode.s occur at some frequencies, Mode pairs such as

LO/UO and UO/LO no longer have identical delay. Furthermore, since difZ-

ferent M;UF's exist for 'he two path segmcnts, the one-way ionogram "nose"

has two noses in the composite jonogram. This will take place anytime

there is a difference between outgoing and incoming MUF.

The actual delay separation between modes is widely variable,

depending on the extent of the difierence in path segments, as will be

seen later.

4. Case 4: Bistatic Sounder. Linearly Polarized Scatterer

As well as having to account for the ordering of modes, one

must allow for coupling between 0 and X. Up to sixteen discrete modes

can now occur, producing a rather complex composite ionogram [see the

sketch in Figure 10(c)]. Some of these modes will generally be separated

by only a few microseconds and Lhus be difficult to resolve. Amplitude

fading as a result of the interference between two r.,odes will take place,

but it is more complicated for bistatic paths than for monoslatic ones.

Barnum20 accounts for this in simulating families of polarization lines

in backscatter from the ocean. Here it is required that ground range to

the noint echo be fixed, while Barnum required that slant range (time-

delay) remain fixed, and then looked at the effects of polarization

rotatioa/mode interference at a fixed time delay.

Because Case 4 represents a fairly general situation for the I
Lost Hills-Los Banos backscatter sounder, it is desirable to obtain a

good simulation of the discrete echo that results. Rather than u.ing an

expensive backscatter-simulation routine, a point echo may be synthesized

by raytracing from transmitter to scattering location and back to
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receiver. For this purpose the Jones raytrace routine 25 has been em-

ployed to trace rays in a three-dimensional ionosphere Llhat includes the

magnetic field but does not include collisions.

A sufficient number of rays are traced over an outgoing path

of ivLerest to define on ionogram with 0 and X modes and upper and lower

rays. A similar set of rays is then traced cver the incoming path from

scattering location back to the receiving site. A supplemental routine

combines the rayset information for both path segments to obtain T .(f).
13

This is the total delay for outgoing mode i (say lower-ray ordinary) and

incoming mode j (say upper-rty '.,.raordinary) as a function of freluency

I. T ijf) is simply ihe sum of T li(f) and T2j (f) , whicl are the delays

for outgoing and incoming modes respectively. In this way a composite

ionogram in a backscatter record may be constructed.

A point-source echo for Case 4 synthesized with this procedure

may be found in Figure 11. The ionospheric profile is an a-Cihapmran layer

6 3
where N = 0 electrons/cm . Outgoing and incoming ionograms ofmax

roughly 1200- and 1300-km path lengths, respectively, arv included in

the inset of this figure (note that the MUF's differ b% about 1 Mz)

The composite ionogram for the backscatter case is plotted T vs.

frequency where 7excess is the excess time delay over the minimum (ground

range) dela.. Indeed, 16 discrete modes are found near the AIUF, which

are identified in the figure caption, ordered by increasing delay at

15 MHz. The ordering of these modes is found to be sensitive to the

particular time-delay-vs.-frequenicy characteiistic of each path sec--nt,

and some of the:n may change their position in the overall composite echo

with a small change in the ionospheric profile.

Mr. David Bubenik modified ti&z Jones raytrace routine to wrrk on the

Stanford University IBM 360/67.

$11
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An example of a high-resolution backscatter ionogram exhibiting

a particularly prominent discrete echo may be found in Figure L2. This

single echo is also visible in Figure 8 beginning at 10.2 ms delay, but

little detail of the echo structure is visible there. Theoretical time-

delay resolution is 4 ps, although only increments of 10 1,s may be dis-

cerned from this figure. Spectrum-analyzer integration time was one

second, during which time the sounder swept 250 klz. This feature of

the data-reduction procedure, together with dispersion in the ionosphere,

combine to produce slight blurring along the frequency axis.

Generally speaking, the observed echo structure compares wcll ,

with the simulation; in fact, the parameters of the simulation were chosen

to agree with the actual conditions under which the data were obtained.

The fact that observed and simulated MUF's are quite different is

easily remedied by scaling up the peak electron density in the simulation.

The (lower ray) /( lower ray) modes are so strong that they saturate the

facsimile display; however, eight distinct (lower ra.)/(upper ray) modes

may be observed (at 2] YHz) in agreement with -the prediction. Four

(upper ray)/(upper ray) n~odes are present, although much weaker than the

other modes. This is expected' since antenna gains decrease with in-

creasig elevation angle. Firthermare. upper-ray energy is considerably

deocused relative to lower--ay energy, which may be verified by appealing

to the reflectrix construction.4  By graphical means, one may show that

the energy per unit elevation angle is much less for upper-ray energy

than for lower-ray energy. For the path in question, where scattering

took place it, New M!exico and for F-layer propagation, lower-ray elevations

A ranged over 10 to 24 degrees, aiiile upper-ray elevations were 24 to 40

degrees.

The nose of the discrete echo coincides with the leading edge

of the backscatter. The ordinary MUF lies on one focusing Line while
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the extraordinary MUF lies on the other focusing line. These focusing

lines are separate ordinary and extraordinary minimum-time-delay focus

lines. If enough composite ionograms of various path lengths are plotted

together on a delay-frequency graph, one can see how a backscatter

sounding is generated from such two-way ionograms over a continuum of

ranges. The time-delay focusing lines are lines drawn tangent to the

MUF region of the ionograms. This was done for the simulation of Figure

11, and a more or less constant separation of 80 ps resulted, comparable

to that of the experimental example in Figure 12.

The exact characteristics of leading-edge focus lines are de-

pendent on path geometry as well ns on the ionospheric profile. For a
bistatic path the longer-delay nose of a composlte ionogram could produce

a focusing line of its own, admittedly weaker because the modes involved

are (upper ray)/(lower ray) modes or vice-versa. Because bistatic effects

vary with range, the delay separation betweca focus lines would be range-

dependent. A single example of this unusual situation has uen observed

(see Section Ill-C).

One obvious extension of the simple viewpoint put forth here

is to consider more complex ionospheric layers. When two or more layers

are -present, the maximum possible number of modes will increase con-

siderably. The most general case of a two-layer ionosphere may produce

up to 64 modes. Details of discrete echoes in a mulilayer ionosphere

are quite sensitive to many fictors, and a lengthy catalog listing of

such echoes would be necessary to include all echo shapes. However, tw

examples of single echoes observed in a multilayer ionogram are included

here ti indicate the types of echoes observed. For these two examples,

the portable repeater was used to simalate an intense point-echo source.

The fiZrst example shoxn (Fgure 13) was obtaisied by modulating

the transmitted signal ol the repeater at an audio frequency
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FIGUE 13REPETERECHO- SHIFTED AWAY FROM GROUND BACKSCATTERSHWN
E, F,, AND F 2 LAYER RETURNS

-i(approximately 5 kiz) With the SFCV, waveform. this modulation has thef

neli effct of delay-shifting the -iepeated energy away from the ground-

backscattered-energy. Apparent delay shift is given by (modulating

frequ!ency) times 1IJ(swecp rate) . A, sweep rate of 250 Itz/s would thus-

give a 2O-ms deLay offset. By shifting the rarge gate of the receiver

- one can d isplay the repeater -retucn unobsc ured by' normal backscatter-.

The discrete echo di-spliycd in this~ way has three separate portions;

forward-pblique ionog-rans show that at this tire there were E and F1

layers as 'WelL as HIL- ilaver. The shorter delay poriion used E pro",-

gation both waysc up to 16,5 NU~z. The middle-delay portion used F and

V., 1 rop~gat ion one -am and E-1av4Lr the other wray F of 13 1,1z zind

F.. f 17-5 Mhz) . Final1y. the longer-delay port-ion was conpxrised of
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S' and F. propagation hoth iiays. Between 15 and 18 MHz on this segmentl

of the echo there are several mixed modes, while on the middle-delay

portion (E/F modes) no such combinations occur. Mixed modes may be

propagating near the F MUF for the longer-delay portion, but the data4 lare unclear at those frequencies.

Figure 14 is another example of a repeater echo in backscatter,

except that the repeater was unmodulated and so its echo lies within the

S .i ol i . .. .. .

4A

2 2 F2UJ 2

j O -5 _.--:

own

FPEQUEI4CY - ~ 653G9 :?-

FIGURE 14 RFPEAT5R ECHO IN GROUND-RETURN- IN PRESENCEOF STRONG Ft LAER

norw .l backscatter. 'he F1 3IIUF Cxceejed the F 9 W.F. a condition nQt

unco~on, during sumexe . The interpretation given to the rodes observed

on the repeater echo is indicaled in the figurc.. Vrn'ortunately. these

5lata tere not nvail~ble for reprocessing and thus cannot he studied
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further. A bronidened leading edge of the norval backscatter is seen to

coincide with the F, focusing regions. A sceond focusing region at

lower frequency for given delay is probably due to normal E layer or a

multiple-hop node; how. ver, back_.cattcr f~rom the Pacific Ocean to the

vrest cannot be ruled out.

For Figure 14 In particular, Wxere is only a slight indication

of a doiuble rose structure on the discrete echo. When these data were

obtain~ed, the repeater was located at the Bearden, Arkansas field site.

The segment s of the backscatter patha for this geometry are only 2 percent

different in length. thtus accounting for a small difference in MUF.

it is concludcd that liearly polarized point-ecbo sources in

a bistatic geometry do sinulate the discrete echous observed here. Hlow-

ever, the vany mixced modes depicted in Figure 1.2 are not always xbsi!ved.

By referring to the simulat ion of Figure 11 it can. be seen that the eight

longer delay modes all return by upper ray. Now tzpper-ray modes are

r-ore suscentible to azimuthal tilts than are lower-ray nodes .1 Because

of the very narrow azimuthal beamwidth. these longer-delay modes are

oft,-;- zhif-.ed out oi the receive beam. Even witnout the effects off

azim~itil tilts. these (upper)/(upper) modes may be 30 to 40 (_B weaker

th. he st rongest lnccr-ray modes. The net resul).t when these tilts

occur is that tile (upper) (upper) modes are not seen (even on the very

strorgest discrete echces) for half to two-thirds of the time.

The princiial conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is

thapt numerous bright echoes in backscatter ionograms obtained with the

Los Banos soader behave much li~e a point-echo source on the ground-

that is, much like a point repeater. As will be demonstrated further,

backscatter fromt the ground can be characterized as a collection of these

point cchaes.
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B. Discrete-Echo Occurrence

As a key to understanding the appearance of discrete echoes in

backscatter data, one would like to determine their distribution over

the grsund and their rates of occurrence. Although it will not be at-

tempted here, such data could then be correlated with ground features to

determine the source(s) of such intense echoes. Furthermore, if one

can show that a "sufficient" number of such echoes are observable re-

liably, then they might find use in ionospheric study.

Two types of data are investigated for discrete echo occurrence--

backscatter ionograms (T vs. i) made at z fixed antenna steer, and

slant-range-vs.-azimuth (T vs. 9) record6 :btained with a relatively

narrow, repetitive frequency sweep.

1. Backscatter Ionograms

Since this form of data is used so often it is of special in-

terest to determine rates of occurrence of discrete echoes with it. Two

j hundred ten frames of backscatter ionograms made in two periods spanning

six hours on a winter dt (F-layer propagation) were examined. The fre-

quency was swept from 15 to 26 MUz every minute at an antenna steer of

90 degrees true. A 4-ms range gate (10 to 14 ms) was chosen in which

the rates of occurrence of discrete echoes were to be determined. Figure

15 summarizes the conditions employed and includes a typical data frame

out of this sequence.

The 10 to 14-ms range gate illuminated a region on the ground

extending from northeastern New Mexico through the northern part of the

Texas Panhandle into western Oklahoma.

The criteria employed for deciding that a discrete echo due to

enhanced ground scatter is present are somewhat conservative. Probably

many discrete echoes exist that were not counted. Since the ionospheric
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layer structure-is known from an ob)lique sounding, an echo must have an

oblique ionogram "shape" or, the backscatter ionogram; and it mus, be

visible over a frequency extent of at least 1 MIWz. Such an echo is re-

quired -to have a delay width less than 100 ps. The data indicate that

the discrete dchazes are often resolved into several components, but these

are not counted as separante echoes. Finally, each echo must have suitable

time duration to establi sh that it is indeed fixed in delay and not a

-' moving ionospheric focusing enhancement, 4  If a suspected fixed echo

disappears, it must reappear elsewhere in the 210-frame sequence in order

to be counted.
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A transparent overlay may be constructed with all suspect dis-

crete echoes sketched upon it. Then, as the viewer oroceeds through

the frames one by one, visible discrete echoes may be noted and recorded.

There is very little chance of counting an echo's mixed modes as separate

echoes (particularly with the single-layer ionosphere). Under other

ionospheric conditions this could indeed become a problem. It ie diffi-

cult to judge the delay width of these echoes on intensity-modulated

data, and so a conservative attitude is adopted toward this criterion.

100 ps was taker as an upper bound on the delay width of the echoes re-

corded, although other data indicate that 50-Ls is a better upper bound.

Figure 15(b) is a sketch of the overlay constructed for this

data sequence (only the shortest delay mode is used). Due to noimol

diurnal changes and also to the presence ot large-scale 'iID's during the

latter portion of this sequence, the echo traces on this overlay change

with time. However, by sliding the overlay both in frequency and delaj

for a "best fit" to the stronger echoes, confusion as to echo identity

is minimized. It should be noted that amplitude changes with frequency

occur on all echoes from one data frame to another, and the traces in

Figure 15(b) are not always repreaentative of the echo trace.

A total of 31 discrete echoes were observed throughout the

210-frame sequence; four of these were questionable unde.- the above

criteria for selection. In addition, two echoes may possibly be one

echo doubly counted. Figure 16 is a histogram of tke rate of occurrence

of these echoes, 8 of them observed more than 50 percent of the time and

2 of them observed 100 percent of the time. The number of echoes per

frame varies from 4 to 16 with a mean of 9.7.

It is also of interest to determine how long an observing time

is required in order to observe a large fraction of these echoes. Seven

independent twenty-minute sequences were scaled to determine this rate
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of buildup Gf observed echoes, and the result is plotted in Figure 17.

Initial buildup is rapid; then the slope decreases as 80 percent of the

total number of echoes have beco=e visible in the first 18 minutes.

Backscatter ionograns made at other v:atenna headings produced

roughly the same total number of discrete echoes under similar ionospheric

conditions. The 6 to 10-ms range gate showed about the same nmber of

echoes, although they did not stand out as much, relative to the back-

ground backscatter level. If the range gate was chosen much further out

(say, beginning at 16 ms or so) generally one observed fewer discrete

Gehoes. One factor in this decrease in number of echoes as range in-

creased is that system sensitivity was decreasing and signal-to-noise

ratio decreased too. Little effort has been made thus far to look spe-

cifically for discrete echoes at long delays. At the longer delays in

the geographic area studied, relatively flat land is illumirated, in

comparison to that illuminated in the 10 to 14-ins range gate. Subsequent

experiments will look at the long-delay region more closely.
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It should be noted that the echoes a31 f.e time or another 'were

visible at 311 frequcncies 1bat. 1l13uzicated the region on the ground fro=

which! 'hey atose. Through disturbance-focusing, the effective sensitivity

of t,%e t atkscat icr sounder is s"Iscreately increased and decreased.

Weakcr .,chees then zill occasionally become visible for brief periods

(3 few minutes). The majority of discrete echoes Itare this broadband

characteristic. z1ich ;my bc a useful clu~e in discerning the srources tof

the enhanced sevatteing.

Aithough v 2 large data samples rere obtained on subsequent

days of observation, about two-thi-rds of the echoes in 2igure 15(b) wer(e

identifiable in a thirty--minutc sequence of backscstter lonograms made

under similar operating conditions ;'ti~-e ol dry, antenna steer, range

gate). When the ionospheric profile chnnged considerably, so did the

single-echo viFibitity. Under multiple-layer conditions such as those

indicated in Figure 14Y fewer single echoes werz seen, and when one was,

it was not possible always to determine uhichi echo modes were being ob-

served. Particularly during summer months, discrete echoes were 'isible

only near the highly foctsed leading edge, 2nd here dispersion and msul-

tiple modes made echo identification difficult.

2. Rang% -vs .- Azimuth Backscatter Displays

Sweup-frequency backscatter ionogranis are subject to the effects

9f apparent antenna beam swinging because of azimuthal tilts. A one-

degree azimuthal shift (which is not altogether uncommon) produces more

than a 20-dB change in signal from a point scatterer. A range-azimuth

d.-.splay removes this source of uncertainty, and so in this section the

occurrence of diiscrete echoes on this type of backscatter display will

be investigated.
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Under the sa=e winter daytime ic.nospbere 3s Zescribed *n theL -evious section, a sequence of 30 range-azi-uth displays were ob!ained

two iwl-utes apart aroupd *Ntdday (single F-12yer propagation). A sa=ple

di::ynv is found in Figure 18(n), in %hich the operational parmacters

are also indicated. As in the previous case, discrete cchoes were counted

in a 4-ms range gate (8.8 to 12.8 as) over a 3G-degree azinuthal sector

1 : (75 to 105 degrees).
A

The transmitting antenna was steered as indicated in Figure 18-

to maint?3 good bea= con-s.r.ence in this range gate. Unforcunntely the

antenna-steering format so=ettnes did not accomplish this very well, but

1 it was consistent from frame to frame and so may be taken into considera-

tion. The receiver -a: operated at fixed gain.

On the range-azimuth display the criteria for discrete, fixed

echo occurrence axr: (1) that tile 3-dB delay width must be less than

1 100 Vs (it usually is less than 50 ts), (2) that the echo has azimuthal

extent commensurate with the azimuthal response plotted in Figure 7. (3)

that echoes have suitable time duration (10 percent of the data frames),
1and (4) if they disappear they must reappear at the same location at

some later time. With this short data sequence, which cannot be statis-

r tically valid, these criteria are used conservatively in order to set

lower bounds on the number and occurrence of the discrete echoes.

* As before, a transparent overlay was constructed to record

single echoes; this is reproduced in Figure 18(b). A total of 71 distinct

echoes were accounted for in this 30-frame sequence. Five of these are

slightly questionable, and three may be the same echo source propagating

via different ionospheric modes. A frequency-cf-occurrence histog'am of

the echoes is found in Figure 19. For the 600-by-700-km region (range

and cross-range respectively) on the ground there are some 21 discrete

echoes observed more than 50 percent of the tim,) and 5 observed greater
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than 90 percent of the time. The number of echoes per frame varies from

19 to 36. with a mean value of 25.8.

Data obtained on different days showed that one could quickly

identify the strongest of discrete echoes (those visible more then 50

percent of the time) on the range-azimuth display. There have not been

any other sufficiently Ion,; time sequences of data to verify the recur-

rence of the weaker echoes.

The density of discrete echoes in Figure 18 decreases with in-

creasing delay. If the average backscatter coefficient varies with

elevation angle as shown in Figure 5 in Section II, then the variations

about this average value would produce an amplitude-vs.-delay plot of
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backscatter at -a fixed frequency as sketched in Figure 20. At longer

delay relative to the minitim delay, a localized brightness must be

proportionately larger than the mean level of o at that delay in order

to be seen. This may be remedied by (1) filteing out the close-in

N

DYNAMIC RANGE
W IOF DISPLAY

IMEAN VARIATION OFj J o WITH DELAY

S--------NO'SE LEVEL

TIME DELAY 658292

FIGURE 20 SKETCH SHOWING HOW DYNAMIC RANGE OF DISPLAY INTERACTS WITH
AVERAGE ENERGY FALL-OFF WITH DELAY. In Section i1 this variation was
approximated by 10-(T-To)/ 4 with r in ms and To  delay at leading edge of
backscatter.

strong echoes, (2) allowing the display (but not the spectrum analysis)

to saturate on strong echoes, or (3) adjusting system response vs. range

i (really audio frequency vs. range with the SFCW ':echnique) to offset

this decrease in signal with increasing delay.

It is difficult to compare discrete echo occurrence on the

two types of backscatter display dis.'ussed here. Backscatter ionograms

used automatic gaiii control to handle the large variation in signal

strength as frequency was varied, while the range-azimuth display used

a fixed-gain receiver. A good example is found in the fact that the

strong echo at 10.2 ms and 90 degrees in Figure 18 is the same echo as

the one at 10.2 ms in Figure 15. In the latter it is visible 100 percent

of the time, while in the former it is seen 67 percent of the time. The
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fa-simile display saturates on this echo in Figure 15, so that its ampli-

tilde variations with time are not beit.g observed. On the range-azimrth

data the display gain eas set so that its amplitude variations cause it

to disappear one-third of the observing time.

3. Spatial Extent of Discrete Echoes

Earlier in Section III it was stated that the discrete echoes

appear nearly as "point echoes." Now it is appropriate to determine if

the short-pulse, narrow-beamwidth capabilities at hand are sufficient to

resolve the localized bright scattering regions. Usually an echo is

considered extended if its spatial extent is appreciably greater than

the resolution cell size. Those that are much smaller than the cell size

are point echoes, and those that are comparable to the cell size are

indeterminate.

For this system the minimum cell size was 3 ps in delay and

1/4 degree in azimuth. The useful cell size achieved was roughly 3 to 10

ps by 1/4 to 1/2 degree; at a 1500-km range this p:coduccd a cell 0.45

to 1.5 km by 6 to 12 km. Several recent studies!3, 25127 have each in-

vestigated ionospheric limitations on the minimum beamwidth obtainable in

the HF band. Although statistics are not yet available, it is apparent

that this 2.5-km aperture is useful 90 percent of the daytime on one-hop

lower-ray F-layer propagation; and furthermore, an aperture ten times ns

large should be useful a fair fraction of the time.
28

Delay resolution is controlled by the bandwidths supportable

in ionospheric propagation. Dispersion, Faraday rotation (more generally

magnetoionic splitting), and inhomogeneities are the principal limitations

on bandwidth. One hundred to five hundred kHz has been found to be the

range of useful bandwidths for observation of discrete echoes. However,

by choosing operating parameters carefully, one should be able to employ
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I-MHz bandwidths 2 8 'ithOut resorting to some form of dispersion compen-

sation. (The transmitter limited usable bandwidths in range-azimuth

backscatter data to 500 kHz in this experiment,)

Au important feature of the Lost Hills-Los Banos backscatter

sounder *¢as that the ratio of cross-range resolution to range resolution

was large (nominally 10:1). Generally, one should be better able to

resolve echoes in delay than in azimuth. The self clutter imposed by

range and azimuth sidelobes (Section II) can only serve to increase the

apparent extent of echoes when in fact they may irn reality not be

extended.

The 30-frame sequence of range-azimuth displays that produced

71 discrete echoes (Figure 18) has been analyzed for individual echo range

and azimuth extent . These dats obscure the measurement of spatial ex-

tent since (1) the data sample is not large in a statistical sense; (2)

signal fluctuations have not been compensated for (to be liscussod in

Section IV); and (-) steering the transmitting antenna rreduces discon-

tinuous gain changes. Hosever, by choosing particular echoes that for-

tuitously avoided the last source of ambiguity, one may study representative

examples of these localized echoes.

These examples were chosen using the following criteria: The

frequency of occurrence m.st be greater than 0.5 An order to determine

that the apparent extent in delay and azimuth persisted over the one-

hour observation time. These echoes must not be located at azimuths

where the transmit array is steered. Echoes are ssiected away from the

leading edge to reduce delay spread froa dispersion and to reduce the

possibilities of multiple moding. Whether an echo is resolved or not is

partly a subjective judgment and depends on the criteria used. It is

worthwhile to note that the 10-dD beamwidth for this frequency is 0.78

degrees. The i0-dB delay width due to equipmental considerations is

roughly 25 ps,
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Aboul a fourth of the echoes tabulatcd in Figure 18 are margi-

n.lty spread in aziv-uth. ,lore than a half of them are clearly resolved

i n delay.

Figure 21 shows tmo intense localized echoes, labeled ill and

.1. that are delay-resolved by 100 -s. Because of the delay separation

C. 12
H2

4 101

100 s

92 94 96 92 100 102 104

AZIMU7 H - degrees 558293

FIGURE 21 DEMONSTRATION OF AZIMUTHAL SEPARATION OF DELAY-SEPARATED
ECHOES (H1 AND i1)

one can also discern - one-degree azimuth separation in the peaks of

these echoes. Ectio I1l has azimuthal "sidelobes" 5 to 6 degrees away

from the main peak and only 11 dB down. which are considerably larger

than predicted by tile azimuthal resporse of Figure 7. However, in the

absence of a measured azimuthal response it is uncertain whether III is

azimuthally extended.

Echo IQI in Figure 2i appears not to be resolved in delay or

azimuth., although separate azimuth sidelobes are visible. The fact that

these sidelobes are almost as large as the main lobe is partially attribu-

table to the fact that this echo is only slightly above the background

le\' ,l at adjacent locations on the - - display.
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I

n addition to tne well localized disc echoes, I

examples of which are given in Figure 21, there are uIiole regions on

- , lackscntter displays where the average backscatter level is con-

siderably different from adjacent regions. These regions are easily

resolvable in delay (up to n few ms delay %idth) and in azimuth (3 to 5

degrees extent). llo ever. ttithin these regions one sometimes observes

a discrete echo that in itself is not resolved.

As in baekscatter ionogranms. there are abruptly varying discrete

echoes that are of special interest in this study, and there is also -I

more smoothly changing componen. in the ground refleclivity from place

to place.

A goud example of both types of backscatter echoes is found

in Figure 22. The portable repeatee was operated near the observed

region in central New Mexico. Echoes Ill and I1 are indicated by arrows

and have the same features as in Figure 21. This is rather remarkable

because Figure 21 is F-layer data obtained in March, while Figure 22 is

REPEATER
.4.

0

20011s

90 92 94 96 98 100

AZIMUTH - degrees 658294

FIGURE 22 HIGH-RESOLUTION TIME-DELAY-V2RSUS-AZIMUTH BACKSCATTER
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E-layer data obtained four months later in July. Particularly on the

July datz (where the transmit antenna was not steered), extended regions

of heightened reflectivity occur and are persistent. In Figure 22 one

such region some 400 bs by 5 degrees in extent is visible at short delay

and mid azimuth.

As a further example of the marginal azimuthal resolution of

discrete echoes, amplitude-vs.-azimuth plots were made for discrete

echo HI in Figure 22. In addition, the echo amplitudes for the repecter

sidebands are also included. Figure 23 shows these plots for the re-

peater and two-delay-resolved components of echo Hl.

The azimuthal distribution of the repeater is plotted from

the average amplitude of the repeater's two sidebands at each azimuth.

These sidebands appear some 400 ps apart on the - 8 display. The re-

peater response peaks between 95-3/4 degrees and 96 degrees steer. (The

true azimuth to the repeater was calculated to be 95.81 degrees.)

Echoes Hla and H1lb are components separated by 40 ps. Hla

peaks at 96 degrees while Hlb appears slightly skewed toward 96-1/4

degrees azimuth. This slight separation is not necessarily real; one

would have to average over many such r - O-displays to discern real

azimuthal separations less than 1/4 degree. Although the azimuth side-

lobes of the repeater retuin are large, the width of the main peak is

comparable with the theoretical azimuth response of the sounder.

In summary, then, it can be said that discrete echoing regions

are plentiful (at least in the Colorado-New Mlexico area), that they

produce multimoded echoes much as a point repeater would, and that they

are in some instances delay-extended (tip to 50 ps or so); but it is

indeterminate whether they are azimuth extended. In the next section

the way in which these characteristics interact with various aspects of

ionospheric propagation will be considered.
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E-layer propagation, center frequency 16.25 MHz, Range 1300 kmn.
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C. interaction of Discrete Echoes and Ionospheric Phenomena in

Backseat ter

1. Relation to Undisturbed Focusing

Focusing of bachscattered energy occurring due to increased

ray density may be a result of time-delay focusing' where energy from

different locations on the earth arrives at the same time delay. Or

else it may be of the geometrical focusing variety (such as skip-distance

focusing) where one-way transmitted energy is focused by ionospheric

refraction. Both have beer. studied in depth, 3a5,29 and these phenomena

have been accounted for in backscatter-sim,,ntivii proceures. With the

Los Banos sounder, focusing indications show a certain amount of fine

structure, principally because the sounder antenna does not average over

a large azimuthe-l segment.

One prominent feature of these focus lines is the presence of

separate focus lines for ordinary and extraordinary propagation. Data

from the Lost Hills-Los Banos sounder shows 0 - X splitting in minimum-
time-delay focusi: g from propagation via 1F1 (one-hop F1 layer), 1F2,

and 2F2 . Occasionally this splitting is seen in maximum time-delay

focusing (interlayer focusing, Ref. 29). The presence of discrete echoes

was used to verify that this interoretation of separate focus lines is

correct. Figure 24 i5 a sample backscatter ionogram in which 0 - X

splitting of the IF., skip-distance focusing line is visible. A discrete

echo is also visible showing 0 and X 'ihoses" tangent to each focus line.

The discrete echo simulation predicts as many as four resolvable focus

lines under bistatic geometry where a two-nosed composite ionogram may

occur. However, propagation via upper-ray one way is less intense since

the maximum amount of focusing is occurring over only one portion of the

backscatter path. To date only one example of more than two focus lines

has been recorded, occurring during a modest ionospheric disturbance. It

shoued a three-fold splitting in the minimum-time-dciay focus line over

a delay increment of 2 ms.
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Under single F-layer propagation conditions this focus-line

:;plitting is observable 75 percent of the daytime. It is most consistently

observed on an intensity-modulated display where visual integration

aE5ists in making the identificatiop. Furthermore, receiver and display

gains must be carefully adjusted in order to not exceed the dynamic-range

limitations. Alagnetoionic splitting typically separates focus lines by

50 to 150 ps, with an aveiage 3-dB delay width of 50 to 75 ps for each

focus line.

This focus-line separation is generally most clearly discernable

at lower frequencies; although occasionally it may be faintly visible

up to the maximum frequencies prnpagated--i.e., the frequencies corres-

ponding to the maximum skip distance for one-hop propagation,

Whether or not 0 - X splitting is discernible in any focusing

enhancement depends not only on system sensitivity and the resolution

in time delay and azimuth; it also depends on the characteristics of

the focusing enhancement itself. The reflectrix construction 29 graphi-

cally determines how much energy may be concentrated in a focusing en-

hancement; it is not uncommon to have only an abrupt termination at a

focusing line but with no energy enhancement.

2, Faraday Rotation on Discrete Echoes

Early in Section III it was shown that magnetoionic splitting

was identifiable on composite ionograms from some discrete echoing re-

gions. Ordinary-extraordinary splitting in ionospheric focusing lines

is a second manifestation of magnetic-field effects in backscatter data.

Now the existence of Foraday rotation as a function of frequency on a

single echo at a time will be demonstrated and verified.

Mode interference producing a variation in Faraday rotation

as the signal frequency changes is a well-known phonomenon in one-way
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ionospheric propagation.3°,sP Recently20 it was demonstrnted that the

resulting polarization rotation affects the amplitude of high-resolution

backscatter from the sea surface. When-linearly polarized antennas are

used, families of polarization lines appear in backscatter data that

correspond to alternate alignment and crossalignment of the antenna

to the net incoming polarization. As much as 10 dB variation in back-

scatter amplitude, due to this effect, has been observed by Barnum. 20

This -effect was not observable over land because the abrupt

variations in a from location to location obscured it. In more than0

1400 backscatter ionograms obtained with the high-resolution sounder

under winter daytime ionospheric conditions, no clear example of families

of polarization lines could be found.

*Discrete echoes observed over land with the Los Banos-Lost

Hills sounder do exhibit regular amplitude variations with frequency,

some of which can be verified to be due to mode interference/polarization

rotation.

The portable repeater was operated in central New Mexico for

the purpose of comparing the behavior of artificial and natural echoing

sources. Figure 25 is a portion of a backscatter ionogram that resulted

uzier winter conditions. The repeated signal was modulated at an audio

frequency of 500 Hz, displacing its echo ±500 Hz (i2 ms for a sweep rate

of 250 kHz/s) on the delay-frequency backscatter display. Only one

repeater sideband is visible here. It has been shifted completely out

of the ground backscattcr return.

Nearly periodic amplitude variations of 125 ±25 kHz spacing

are visible over 18 to 20 MHz on the repeater echo; a! higher frequencies

dispersion resolves the echo into two modes, neither of which exhibits

this regular amplitude variation with frequency. Reprocessing this data
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FIGURE 25 PORTION OF BACKSCATTER IONOGRAM WITH REPEATER LOCATED NEAR
NATURAL ECHOING REGION IN NEW MEXICO

frame with different delay resolutions shows that at the frequency where

these two modes become dlelay resolved. thc beating effect Is reduced.

According to the point-echo model of Section Ill-A, thr4 sol

be uip to 16 discrete niodes present. The eight longer-delay modes are

significanwlY weaker and thus not seen in this figure. Of the remaining

eight modes. only four distinct modes are apparent; however, some indi-

cation that thyexist may be found in Fijgure 26. Here, displaced A-

scans of tWe spectrum analyzer output are plotted so that amplitudes may

be measured]. The gain settings were used] in order to observe the ampli--

tude struc ture of the natural discrete echo as well as that of the re-

p:ater echo.

Trho point of inter-est here is that the natural echoer has a

[p Ilter of amplitude I'1 tc tuat ions similar ota fterpae-
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further evidence that the natural echoing region is ni small spatial ex-

tent. If it were larger than roughly 100 Vs (15 km) in delay depth, the

polarization of energy received from different portions of the scattering

region would be sufficiently variable to cancel out regular amplitude

variations with frequency due to this mechanism. -

Regular amplitude fluctuations produced by mode interference/

polarization rotation are a common attribute of discrete echoes observed

with the high-resolution backscatter sounder. The 210-frame sequence of

backscatter ionogrsms described in Section III-B produced some 31 dis-

crete echoes in a 4-ms range gate. All of these echoes exhibit these

quasi-periodic amplitude variations, which result in a "blobby" echo

structure. Blob spacing varies from 100 kHz (the smallest spacing ob-

servable for the data display used) to 1.5 MHz at freq*encies of 0.6 to

0.9 MUF.

It has been found that several distinct types of amplitude

fluctuation are occurring. Most echoes exhibit closely spaced blobs

(100 to 200 kHz) at one time or another over a frequency extent up to

several MHz. In addition, there is a more slowly varying component (in

frequency) that often occurs simultaneously with the rapid fluctuation.

Finally, there are numerous changes in amplitude associated with modest

ionospheric disturbances; suci amplitude changes are focusing enhancements

that alternately increase and decrease the energy from a region in the

delay-frequency domain. Examples of each of these three types of ampli-

tude fluctuations are reproduced in Figure 27.

Rapid amplitude fluctuations with signal frequency [Figure 27

(a)] are reasonably associated with the mode-interf.tence mechanism just

discussed. Ionospheric disturbance fluctuations are easily picked out

of a rapid time sequence of ionograms; groups of iscrete echoes along

some locus in the delty-frequency dcmain vary in signal strength almost

in unison [Figure 27(c)].
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FIGURE 27 TYPES OF AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS WITH FREQUENCY SEEN ON
DISCRETE ECHOES-4 MARCH. 1969

ji IThe amplitude variations in Figure 27(b) are somewhat: ambiguous

" s to their origin. In only a few ins tannes may they reasonably be

thought to arise from disturbance focusing. One would have to observe

"~ related variations in nearby echoes with the passage of time, and this

is vot discernible. Certainly mode interference/polarization rototion

could produce some of the slower fading component. Hlowever, the fact

that closely spaced discrete echoes may exhibit widely different ampli-

tu6e variations with frequency leads one to suspect tha, the ground-

scattering processes may contribute to these fluctuation;.

To investigate the specific scattering characteristic., of dis-

fcrete echoes is beyond the range o.f this study. The types of behavior

one might look for that could produce fairly complex signil-strength

variations with frequency would be (1) polarization sensitivity. (2)

extended targets, whose net cross :c-tion could vary rapidly vith fre-

quency, (3) sources of backscatter onhancement such as resonant structures

that would produce strong echoes and would be frequency sensitive.
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One further nanifestation of =ode interference/polari-tion

rotati.on has been observed on intense discrete echoes th-at show nixed

oodes. Sc.-exhat rarely all nixed --odes are visible and of the proper

strength, so that alternate peaks and nulls nzy be observed. Figure

28() shows the nixed modes in -ueh a data frane. Conparing this echo

to the sin-lation of Figure 11 use identifies "node" (i) as unresolved

U.XLAX and VX,10 =*des and "code" (ii) :as unresolved LU~iO and LOJUO modes.

Over 19 to 20 MHz both of these code pairs zhuz nearly periodic signal-

strength fluctuations with frequency. At 21 M z these code pairs becone

delay-resolved by dfsuersion, and the regular fluctuation ith frequency

is no longer apparent.

The rotation of thc received net polarizatiot angle 0 with

frequency is prcportional to the differenc? in phase path between the

O and the X- nodes whcn they are not delay-resolved. 3 3 Relating phase

path to group path (T) one has the simple relation 61/1f = U(T - T )"
0

This means that a blob spacing oi 1 13Hz (.t radians in the phase angle
t over a change in frequency of I Miz) corresponds t* &T = T - T . ps.

For the mode pairs i) and (ii) considered here. the nodes are

different over one portion of the path only. Thus (i) contains 0 - X

mode interference on incoming only, while (ii) has it on outgoing only.

The above relation is usable as in one-way propagation. In Figure 28(b)

the delay separation vs. frequency for these mode pairs is plotted in

part from measuring blob spacing and converting to delay separation, and

in part from direct measurement of mode separation. Apart from a signal

dropout over 20.1 to 20.8 MHz, these curves indicate that mode inter-

ference is taking place. As delay separation increases, the modes even-

tually are resolved and the beating effect ceases. Since the outgoing

path was shorter than the incoming path, 0 - X separation at frequencies

near the MUF is expected to be larger on mode pair (ii) than on mode

pair (i). This is borne out by Figure 28.
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It should be mentioned that a medest disturbance was present

at the time of this data run, and it produced focusing, Which made the

echo unusually strong. This does not affect the argument at hand.

In addition to providing further verification of the presence

of polarization xrtation effects on discrete echoes, this example brings

one to a sifoificant conciusion: This code interference would not have

happened unless the scatterer were of predominantly linear polarization.

3. Ionospheric Disturbances

it is not the intention of this report to investigate

ionospheric-disturbance phencoena as viewed with the high-resolution

sounder. However, some rather renarkable disturbance echoes (particularly

an backscatter ionograns) have been observed by the author while using

this system. For the purposes =t hand it will be sufficient to describe

how disturbance phenomena interact with discrete echoes.

One type of disturbance commonly observed affects the leading

edge of the backscatter iouogram. Tt has a well known counterpart in

forward-oblique soundings,3 2 as Figure 29 can attest. A Iearden-Les

Banos forward-oblique sounding in part a of this figare exhibits a wave-

like structure that proceeded to lower frequencies as time progressed.

A backscatter ionogram obtained four minutes later exLibited the back-

scatter signature for this particular disturbance. Note the existence

of backscatter energy from the west; it is not disturbed.

One should recall again that under undisturbed conditions the

leading edge is principally determined by the outgoing portion of the

backscatter path. Under severe conditions it may alternate between the

outgoing and incoming portions of the path. This type of disturbance

echo is of no further interest here except to note that under daytime

w~nter conditions, it has been observed to oc!cur at rates of 0 to 15

times a day.
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Asecond type of disturbance echo, much more coronly observed

tharn the first, is chmaracterized by 'focusing (and defocusing) bands

within the backscatter return. Frequently these visturbannes de not

ulter the lendin~g edge of thCr bncIkscntter return. Exnmples -if two stuwh

focusi-ng bands ::re shown in Figure 30: arrows are attached t-., each fo-

Rep

142

IN

~11.6 Z!77

10.8

9.2

FREQUENCY -MH?- FREQUENCY -M14z 658308

FIGURE 30 TWO TYPES OF DISTURBANCE EFFECTS FROM MODERATE DISTURBANCES

cusing enhancement indicating its general direction of movement ui th

time. Backscatter ionograms must be made at least once per m1inute to

follow the movement of these disturbance echoes.
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These bands produce a focus-defocus effect on the signal

strengths of discrete echoes, usually resulting in a 3-to-!O-dB peak

enhancement over the undisturbed condition. Rarely, the enhancement may

be as large as 20 dB.

The dynamic range of this type of display frequently does not

allow observation of a discrete echo throughout the entire passage of a

disturbance. However, when it Is visible, a discrete echo at frequencies

less than 0.9 MUF exhibits only small delay movement. Occasionally no

delay variations are discernible, but a large fraction of the time the

delay shift is less than 1O0 to 200 ps. It is felt that the portion oi

a disturbance where maximum delay shift would be seen corresponds to .he

defocus region. Thus . large delay shifts are usually not recorded.

Disturbance signatures on backscatter ionograms produce simul-

taneous ampl-itude fluctuations on groups of discrete echoes that are

sufficiently densely located. The focus of the focusing band may shift

to different frequencies as it affects different disciete echoes (e.g.,

a slnnted band on a backscatter ionogram). Nevertheless, one may still

characterize disturbance focusing as a phenomenon that affects "clusters"

of discrete echoes.

Whi]e comparing backscatter simulation with available backscatter

data, Georges and Stephensons expressed concern that focusing enhance-

ments from ionospheric disturbances may be confused with localized

echoes due to the variation in ground reflectivity. With the high-

resolution sounder used in the present studies, it has been found that

this ambiguity is not present even if only a single backscatter record

is available. While the average delay spreaJ of a discrete echo is 50 ps

or less, a focusing enhancement is characterized by several times this

delay extent. Secondly, discrete ecioes are ionogram-shaped, while only

rarely will a focusing enhancement exhibit an ionogram-like structure on
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a backscatter ionogram. Finally, the rapid quasi-periodic amplitude

variations with frequency found on discrete echoes are not oherved on

disturnnce enhancements. A rapid time sequence of soundings (preferably

one per minute) is useful in separating persistent discrete echoes from

the continually varying disturbance enhancements, badt it is not necessary,

Strnightforward separation of discrete echoes trom dislur'.;anze

signatures was found to be .more difficult when using a subarray (1/8 the

total aperture) -for receiving at Los Banos. Fewer discrete ecl-oes were

discernible with the broadened beam, and these were more spread in delay.

The full 2.5-km aperture is needed to make tnis very clear distinction

* between fixed. discrete echoes and disturbance erhanccments.
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IV STRENGTF OF DISCRETE ECHOES

A. Vitibilit Measurements

The numerous discrete echoes described in Section III are a mani-

festation of localized increases in the ground reflectivity. in this

section measurements concerning the brightness or strength of these echoes

will be presented. Visibility measurements demonstrate that the echoes

are a prominent feature of backscatter data obtained with the high-

resolution sounder. Visibility here is taken to moctn the intensity of a

* .discrete echo relative to the ntensity of backscatter at adjacent values

of delay and azimuth. While this measurement does not give values of

absolute cross section of the discrete echoing areas, it is a good indi-

cator of the cross section relative to thc background. Values of discrete

echo visibility are sensitive to the characteristics of the sounding

system used (as described in Section fl).

In Section III a 30-frame sequence of tiL:c-deay-vs.-azimuth back-

scatter displays was analyzed to find some 7. discrete echoes. For these

data the integration time T was 0.5 s, the niTimum effective pulsewidth

was 8 ps, and the 3 dB azimuthal beamwidth was 0.38 degrees. Propagation

was via the F layer (a center frequency of 19.122 Mlz), and the eleva-

tion angles ranged from 10 to 20 degrees.

Of the discrete echoes identified, half of them were considered

scalable in terms of a visibility ratio. Of the remainder, several were

ambigious due to transmit antenna steering. Others were too close to

the leading edge, where ionospheric focusing varies rapidly with small

changes in delay and azimuth, and also where mixed modes on discrete

echoes are most likely to cause confusion. There were discrete echoes
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at the longer delays in the lO-to-14-ms range gate that were strong

enough to be recorded, but the surrounding background backscatter return

was too weak to allow a measurement of visibility.

The visibility of a discrete echo is measured when its amplitude is

at n peak, thereby minimizing the uncertainty imposed by polarization

rotation with time. On the other hand, the factors in the radar equation

change slowly with small changes in time delay (<200 us) and azimuth

(<I deg), so that visibility is a good measure of cross section relative

to the background. In order to minimize the influences of delay and

aziruth sidelobes on the measured back.ground eiergy, the background is

measured at a different delay and a different azimuth from those of the

discrete echo of interest.

With these limitations in mind the "reliable" echoes showed visi-

bilities ranging from 6 to 29 dB, with a mean around 14 dB. The lower

value of 6 dB is set because it was one of the criteria for selectiot .f

a localized backscatter echo as a discrete echo.

One cannot directly compare discrete echo visibilities on time-

delay-vs.-azimuth displays with those found on time-delay-vs.-frequency

backscatter ionograms. The backscatter ionogram display is usually an

intensity-modulated Jesimile reado'it with maximum dynamic range of 15

dB. It can be said, however, that the visibilities of 10 to 20 percent

of the discrete echoes found in backscatter ionograms (under F-layer

conditions at mid-ranges of 8 to 15 ms) exceed the dynamic range of the

display. For the particularly intense discrete echo found on the back-

scatter ionogram with A-scan display in Figure 26 the maximum visibility

was 25 dB.
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B, Effect of Incoherent Integration

The visibility measurement is approximate in that it does not con-

sider sources of fluctuation such as noise and interference plus the

incoherent fluctuating nature of scatter from extending surfaces. Any

measurement of cross section per unit area a is meaningful only as an

ensemble average (frequently approximated by a time alerage). It should

be noted, however, that the effect of Faraday rotation is not removed by

incoherent integration of the data. Average echo strengths are most

reliable when measured during a peak in this amplitude variation.

Repetitive, once-per-second frequency sweeps over 500 kHz were made

at a fixed antenna steer for a ten-minute period in July of 1969 and in

October of 1969. Propagation was via sporadic E (some normal E is present,

too) for the July experiment, while the October experiment used F-Layer

propagation. The receiver was operated at fixed gain., and a 1-ms range

gate near 9 ms was chosen to place several strong discrete echoes within

Lhe analysis range. For the July experiment the portable repeater was

operated in the vicinity of these discrete echoes (central New Mexico);

it was not available for the October experiment.

At a later time the analog-recorded product-detector output was A/D

converted with sufficient prefiltering to remove the dc compo:,nt

and any aliasing above 500 Hz, The sample frequency was 2020 Hz and the

record length was 1968 samples (filled out wiV.- zeroes for a total of

2048). Sampling was synchronized by a timing signal from the cesium

clock that had been recorded on the analog tape. The time samples were

weighted with a Hanning window in order to reduce sidelobes (Figure 6),

and then digitol spectrum analysis (using FFT procedures) was performed

to obtain 1-Hz resolution. By averaging the squared modulus (energy) of

the computed spectrum for various periods of time,33 tho averaged spec,

trum becomes a measure of average bacRseatter power vs. delay.
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Tihe parameters of this experiment are summarized in Table 1. Ex-

perimental conditions were nearly identical for the July and October

Table 1

EXPERIMMXTAL PARAMETERS FOR THlE RUNS OF JULY 28, 1969 AND OCT0BER 23, 1969

Date 7/28/69 10/23/69

Time 2125-2135 GWi 2214-2221 (AT

Antenna Steers Transmit 860 Same

Receive 900

Frequency 16.501-16.0 MHz 16.0-16,499 ATfz
(0.85 MUF)

Elevation Angle 6= nominal i5-20"

Repeater Used Not Used

Ionospheric Conditions Sporadic E, F-layer, und-isturbed

some normal

E-layer

Comments All equipment same, especially receivers in

fixed-gain mode. Data processing same for both

days.

Digital Parameters Sample frequency, 2020 Hz; sample size, 1968
plus zeroes equals 2048; (cosine)2 time

weighting.

runs, the principal difference being E_ propagation for the July run and

F-layer propagation for the October run. Although signal frequencies

were nearly the same, elevation angles were 6 degrees for the E -layer

data and nominally 15 degrees for the F-layer data.

The effect of incoherently integrating successive frequency sweeps

of one-second duration is demonstrated for the July data in Figure 31,

where backscatter power vs. time delay is plotted for 1-, 5-, 20-, and

40-second averages. The repeater was modulated at 100 Hz to produce
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sidebands 200 .Iz (400 ps) apart as indicated in the figure. Each plot

is normalized to the peak echo, which is the repeater return in this

case. A 60-lfz-oower-line component is present in much of these data

(frequency of the spectrum analysis increases in the direction opposite

to increasing time delay).

Numerosus sources of second-to-second fluctuations on this data run

are minimized by the averaging procedure. Noise and interference contrib-

ute to such fluctuation, but it was also discovered that second-to-second

incoherence of the SFCW generators may produce a sizable fluctuation.

This last source of fluctuation is removed with about 5 seconds of inte-

gration. Propagation via the sporadic-E mode may also be responsible

for signal-strength variations with time. Finally, it is reasonable to

expecL a fluctuation component due to th6 nature of signals scattered

from the extended surface of the ground .23 For the purposes at hand it

is sufficient to note that these short-period fluctuations are effectively

removed by integrating for 10 to 20 seconds.

A one-to-two-minute fluctuation :is also present on these data,

whereby discrete echo amplitudes may vary. Discrete echo components do

not fade synchronously, but rather this fluctuation progresses across

the delay gate with time. The fluctuation also affects the repeater

return. It is conjectured that this fluctuation is caused by Faraday

rotation variation with time.

Figure 31 represents a 40-second period in which the repeater echo

and the strong discrete echoing region between the repeater sidebands

were reasonably steady. Note that the delay width of the repeater return

after averaging for 40 seconds is only 7 ps; the minimum achievable with

the processing parameters used is 3 ps. This fact allows one to rule

out ionospheric factors such as dispersion and magnetoionic splitting as

sources of the delay spread in the natural echo.
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The bright natural echo in Figure 31 (the same echo identified as

echo HI in Figure 22) has several impulse-like components within the

total echo width of 80 ps. A separate discrete echo is also seen about

100 ps from the main echo.

Some three months later this experiment was repeated under F-layer

conditions but without the benefit of the portable repeater. Figure 32

shows a typical set of l-, 5-, 20-, and 40-second integration periods

for these data. Although the range gate is slightly shifted, the delay

profile of echo HI is remarkably similar to that of ihe summer run. That

is, as delay increases, a localized decrease in the reflectivity is

followed by a 20-dB increase about 80 ps wide, which in turn is followed

by separate point-like components. At short delays in Figure 32 the

300-Us-wide region of apparent increased reflectivity is real.

The slow fluctuation with time is slower on the F-layer data roughly

by a factor of 2.

Attempts at using longer integration periods have several effects,

pointed out in Figure 33 where 120-s averages are compared for the two

runs. First, the slow fluctuation on echo HI is apparent for the July

data, as it is now some 5 to 10 dB weaker relative to the repeater return.

The localized decrease in reflectivity just ahead of this echo is slightly

less apparent fox- both the July and October runs, Thus, while 40-second

averaging periods made when the slow fluctuation is at a peak generally

produce similar delay profiles for echo HI, the longer 120-second averaging

period usually shows the effects of this fluctuation.

The conclusion reached here is that judiciously choosing short in-

tegration periods reduces the effect of rapid fluctuations and increases

the visibility of discrete-echo components. Longer periods do not further

increase the visibility, and the slow fluctuation often causes discrete-

echo components to vary in strength. Polarization con.rol of the sounder
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JULY AND OCTOBER RUNS (a and b respectively)

antennas would help to reduce a slow fluctuation caused by Faraday ro-

tation with time.

C. A Measurement of Cross Section Per Uni.t Area

During the summer experiment it was possible to use the repeater

to measure the absolute cross section of echo Il. When the repevter is

located sufficiently close to a discrete echo of interest, ionospheric

effects and the various factors of the radar equation are essentially
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the same for the repeater echo ard the natural discrete echo. Comparison

of the repeater echo with the natural echo gives a measure of cross

section since the repeater cross section (aR) is known (see Section II).

The major uncertcinty in jR arises because the repeater antenna gain is

not measured in the field; thus the antenna gain uncertainty is placed

at 3 dB.

Figure 34 is a lO-secend average of backscatter power vs. delay

when both repeater and echo III were at a peak in the Faraday-rotation-

with-time variation. The actual repeater delay is indicated by an arrow.

At this time the repeater parameters were adjusted for a cross section

of 2 X 106 m-.

The approximate ground area for locally strong echoes where the

self noise problem is minimal is approximated as 0.6 1cm in range and

13.6 1cm in cross range. These values correspond to the delay and azi-

muthal widths 6 dB down from the peak. Thus in Figure 34 the level of

the repeater return corresponds to a a0 (cross section per unit area)

-1
of 2.5 \, 10 The vertical scale is labeled in valuGs of a relative

to this peak value.

Within 100 ps of the actual repeater location, ,iere this measure-
-I

ment is most accurate, the discrete echo has values of a exceeding 100

This discrete echo is one of the two or three brightest observed in this

study; however it is estimated that several other discrete echoes are

within an order of magnitude of the strength of echo HI.
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V SUhBARY OF RFSULTS, AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Discrete Echoes in Backscatter Soundings

At this point it is appropriate to draw together the various new

observatiors made possible by using a high degree of time-delay and

azimuth resolution i* backscatter sounding of the ionosphere. It is

worth repeating that these measurements and the inferences therefrom have

sought to explore the use of discrete echoing sources on the ground for

separating out the effectz of ground scatter.

Numerous fixed, prominent echoes in backscatter soundings are ob-

served to appear when one employs an antenna with a beam six times nar-

rower than any previously used, and a waveform that can realize very

short equivalent pulse lengths while effectively discriminating against

the interference typically met in HF practice. These fixed echoes are

* a manifestation of very localized, abrupt increases in the ground-

backscatter coefficient.

These bright spots are superimposed on the more smoothly varying

background return, With the increased resolution used in the previous

study, it is now possible to discern directly from backscatter data that

over large areas nominally a few hundred km on a side the background

reflectivity may differ from that of adjacent areas of comparable size

by amounts up to 15 dB. However, the point-like echoes are the most

prominent feature of varying ground scatter as viewed with this type of

sounder, and this study has concentrated on exploring the use of their

characteristics.

Over a 600-by-700-km region, principally in Colorado and New Mexico,

it is possible to identify 70 such point-like echoes. Ten percent of
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these echoes are visible more than 80 percent of the observing time (day-

light hours).

It is found that such discrete echoes appear in wide-sweep back-

scatter ionograms as "composite ionograms"--the two-way counterparts of

one-way, forward-oblique ionogramms. For the first time it is possible

to discern detail in composite ionograms from which detailed inferences

about ionospheric propagation can be made.

The strongest of these discrete echoes show numerous mixed modes

that are shown to be a consequence of time-delay-separated combinations

of (upper)/(lower) rays. In addition, it is now possible to delineate

(ordinary)/(extraordinary) mode splitting on these echoes. A raytracing

simulation inzluding the magnetic field shows that on backscatter iono-

grams the observed discrete echo shape with its multiple modes can be

explained by assuming that the scatterer is a linearly polarized point

scatterer. For a single-layer ionosphere at frequencies near the MUF,

sixteen separate modes are predicted, and a maximum of fourteen of these

modes have been observed on a single backscatter record.

Discrete echo strength varies widely from one moae of illumination

to another. Upper-ray modes in particular may be as much as 30 to 40 dB

weaker than the strongest lower-ray mode. They are weaker because these

modes are inherently defocused relative to lower-ray modes, and because

their increased dispersion spreads the energy in time delay. Further-

more, these nodes are more susceptible to ionospheric tilts, which have

the effect of changing the azimuth angle of arrival and therefore causing

energy from a given scatterer to arrive at angles outside the receiving

antenna main lobe.

Virtually all discrete echoes show a quasi-periodic fluctuation with

signal frequency. This effect is explained as a Faraday-rotation varia-

tion %ith frequency. A 100-to-200-kllz frequency spacing between successive
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signaz peaks is common for winter, daytime, F-layer propag:,tion. Operat.

ing the scunder in a repetitive, narjow frequency sweep at a fixed antenna

steer position, it is now possible to observe the variation of Faraday

rotation with time on a single echo ot a time. One- to four-minute

periods are typical.

Backscatter from land was inspected for evidence of the families of

polarization lines observed by Barnum20 in backscatter from the sea.

From the scattering viewpoint. if land were as spatially uniform as the

sea surface, and if backscatter from land were mainly linearly polarized,

then one might expect to see the families of lines that indicate constt

received polarization. In more than 1400 such ionograms obtained for

winter daytime conditions for which this effect is clearly observable

over the sea. ro clear example of polarization lines from land backscatter

could be identified. It is conjectured that the ground-scatter coeffi-

cient changes sufficiently over small increments of time delay and azimuth

to preclude the appearance of polarization lines. Furthermore, over

regions of land where the scattering is uniform from place to place

(plains areas for example), it is likely that the scatLer coefficient is

weak relative to that of the bright spots. Thus, inefficient Feattering

on the ground precludes observation of polarization lines, a property of

ionospheric propagation.

In principle, the loci of polarization lines could be determined by

connecting corresponding Faraday-rotation signal peaks from discrete

echo to discrete echo. However, the discrete echoes observed in this

study were too widely separated to permit constructing loci in this way.

Discrete-echo signal strength is shown to be also affected by iono-

spheric disturbances; the principal effect of small disturbances is

focusing and defocusing of the backscattered energy. Larger disturbances

cause similar focusing effects, but they also produce delay shifts as
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large as a millisecond in the leading edge of backscatter. Away from

the lending edge--say, at frequencies less than 0.9 MUF for the time

dela7 of interest large delay shifts on the discrete echoes themselves

are seldom seen, It is reasoned likely that the causacive disturbance

tends to defocus the echo at the same time that the largest shifts occur.

It is shown that b- carefully inspecting a sequence of backscatter iono-

grams taken at least once per minute, this source of echo fluctuation

may be recognized.

There is yet another component ol echo fluctuation on discrete

echoes in backscatter ionograms that has been observed. This fluctuation

is discernible in the remarkable detail conferred only by the use of high

resolution. Several discrete echoes, individually resolved but compara-

tively close together in slant range and azimuth, occasionally display

different patterns of signal strength variation with frequency. For

example, two discrete echoes might have rapid echo flictuations of the

same spacings in frequcncy, while a third echo situated between the first

two might have a much larger frequency spacing betweea peaks znd nulls

and not be as nearly periodic in this fluctuation. No explanation for

this fluctuation in terms of ionospheric factors has been fond.

Subsequent work should consider how the charaeteristic of the scat-

tering source(s) on the ground might contribute te these fluctuations.

It is possible that some scatterers are electrically resonant. Alterna-

tively, complex scatterers consisting of the superposition of individual

component scatterers may give rise to resultant echoes sensitive to small

changes in frequency, elevation and aspect angles, and polarization.

An attempt is made to use the unique capabilities of the sounding

system to resolve the "point-like, discrete echoes in slant range and

azimuth. Processing up to 500 kHz bandwidths shows that discrete-echo

delay widths (the delay interval between points 10 dB down from the peak
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return) vary from the minimum discernable 10 ps up to 80 ps. The clearly

delay-resolved echoes display point-like components within their delay

structure. For one particularly bright echo of 80 Vs total delay width,

a means is developed to eliminate ionospheric effects (such as mtltimodes

and dispersion) as sources of delay spread by using a portable repeater

within the area under study.

In the azimuth domain even the use of the 2.5-km receiving aperture

is found not adequate fully to resolve these discrete echoes. The mea-

sured minimum values of effective resolution on the ground are 450

meters in rauge and 6 km in cross range.

Some discrete echoes have visibilities (strength relative to the

background return) exceeding 20 dB.

It is noteworthy that the visibility of a given echo seems to a

first approximation to be independent of the angle of elevation of the

incident energy. Discrete echoes are observed at elevation angles

ranging from six to more than forty degrees. The brightest 10 percent

f of the discrete echoes that can be observed with high reliability have

strengths relative to the surrounding continuum that are roughly constant

over this whole range of elevation angles. If in the case of discrete

echoes, the echo strength decreases as one approaches grazing incidence,

then it follows that discrete echoes and the surrounding continuum must

decrease together.

Incoherent integration of the FMCW spectrum analysis output was

applied to repetitive, narrow-frequency sweeps made at a fixed antenna

steer to reduce the effect of signal fluctuations. It is found that

several types of short-period fluctuations can be effectively averaged

out in 5 to 10 seconds, increasing discrete echo visibility and giving

a clearer picture of the variation of ground reflectivity with time delay.
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Faraday rotation with time affects the strength of discrete echoes.

Since at any instant the Faraday rotation also varies with the length

of the path, the echoes do not all fluctuate in amplitude synchronously.

By choosing the time interval to be integrated so as to avoid a Faraday

null at the time delay of interest, the effect of this fluctuation can

be considerably reduced. Averaging periods as long as 120 seconds were

used without seriously degrading the structure of the backscatter-power-

vs.-dela7 profile over a delay interval of a hundred microseconds.

A procedure was developed to use a portable repeater to obtain a

reasonably reliable measurement of the backscatter coefficient of a

particularly bright discrete echo. By placing the repeater in close

proximity to the discrete echo of interest and comparing the repeater

echo strength (of known cross section) with that of the natural echo, it

is possible to show that the peaks in the spatially varying cross section
-1

per unit area exceeded 10

As one result of this study it is demonstiated for backscatter coming

from the Colorado-New Mexico area that sufficient numbers of discrete

echoes are visible for large enough fractions of the time to make detailed

inferences possible about propagation to and from localities at many

ranges and many azimuths. The resulting composite ionograms greatly

assist in identification of specific details of ionospheric propagation

discernible clearly for the first time by the use of a high-resolution

sounder. The following comments illustrate this:

(1) It is known that there are two major types of ionospheric

focusing--time-delay focusing and geometrical focusing.

(2) Presence of such focusing in backscatter ionograms

is characterized by curving lines in the time-delay-vs.-

signal-frequency domain, whose loci are determined by

the ionospheric profile.
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(3) The delay and azimuth discrimination afforded by this

type of backscatter sounder shows clearly for the

first time separate ordinary and extraordinary components

of these focus lines.

(4) One- and two-hop minimum-time-delay focusing in the F1

and F2 layers exhibit discernible splitting half the

time during the day, while trailing-edge focusing exhibits

this splitting only rarely.

(5) The 0 and X MUF's (where focusing is known to occur)

on composite ionograms lie exactly on these focus

lines--strong evidence for the above interpretation.

The research that has been described here shows that improved time-

delay and azimuth resolution can extend the usefulness of ionospheric

study with the backscatter technique. The somewhat fortuitous presence

of bright, point-like echoing regions on the ground together with the

unprecedented clarity with which they are observed here, serve to allow

a partial separation of ground-scatter effects from those of ionospheric

propagatIon. A rouglh model of these echoing regions has been constructed

in this study; they behave nearly as point, isotropic, broadbandl linearly

polarized scatterers. Some cf the measurements call for refinements on

this simple characterization (e.g., delay extent up to 80 ps), but for

the purposes of ionospheric sounding such refinements are judged usually

unuecessary.

Part of the purpose of this work is to determine whether the separa-

tion described above can be effected without resorting to specific

location/identification of the scattering sources and direct measurements

thereupon. As far as discrete echoing regions are concerned, the latter

procedure would serve only academic interests. The degree of resolution

achieved is adequate to resolve individual scattering sources; one
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implication of this result is that it is not necessary to know what they

are.

B. Further Work Recommended

By reducing some of its inherent uncertainty, this research paves

the way for backscatter sounding to reach its full potential. The ob-

vious next step is to apply this knouledge to ionospheric study. As one

example, it is of interest to determine whether useful information is

gained by measuring differential delays and azimuths among two or more

discrete echoes. With a procedure similar to that leading to the discrete

echo overlays of Figures 15(b) and 18(b), one might be able to study

ionospheric distortions without knowing the absolute echo locations.

The author (and probably the reader) is left with a desire to know

what are the sources of discrete echoes in backscatter, whether or not

this knowledge is of practical importance. By knowing the physical and

electrical characteristics of these scatterers oae may predict the

signals they produce in backscatter soundings. Such knowledge should

help to explain the component of echo fluctuation, which is not under-

stood at this time.

The portable repeater will be an invaluable tool in the location

and identification of discrete echo sources. Furthermore, the repeater

can be used for a precise measurement of the levels of sidelobes in

time delay and azimuth. This measurement may be accomplished by modulat-

ing the repeater completely out of the ground-backscatter return.

Measured values of sidelobe levels will better enable one to assess the

output at one particular time delay and azimuth, due to echoes located

at all ether time delays and azimuihs.

It is also thoug!'l worthwhile to observe other regions of the U.S.

with this type of backscatter sounder. Tnib;. will mean loohing a
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longer ranges where elevation angles are generally lower and where the

fixed azimuthal beamwidth represents a large ground area illuminated.

A few discrete echoes have been recorded that come from locales in the

flat midwest. and it is desirable to measure their rates of occurrence

and visibilities.

The research 'hat has been described in this ieport draws on mena-

sured characteristics of the localized peaks in the ground-backscatter

coefficient. A question nrises; as to the size and strength of the valleys

in the scatter pirofile. It is inherent in measurements that the valleys

or dips tend to be filed in; in this case it is done by noise, inter-

ference, and especially self noise. If an experimenter wanted to use

the energy backscatte.-ed from a specific area, and the backscatter cross

section was (say) 60 d.3 below the average, then the energy received, if

any, would most probably arrive from other areas on the ground through

the system sidelobes. Thus, the valleys may have importance as well as

the peaks, and only through knowledge of system noise factors and side-

lobe properties can one assess this importance.
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Appendix A

EQUIPMENT AND DATA PROCESSING

At the Lost Hills transmitter site up to 30 kilowatts of transmitter

power was available through the use of three Collins 208 U-10 transmitters.

These were automatically tuned via servomechanisms and could be made to

follow swept-frequency sounding signals at rates up to 500 kllz/s from

2 MHz to 30 Mz. Energy from these transmitters was fed to an 18-element

array of vertically polarized, broad-banded monopoles. These elements

were spaced 12 m apart over a total aperture of 204 m. The frequency

range was 9 to 27 Mz. Azimuthal sidelobes -ere reduced with the aid of

a power taper in the aperture-illumination (unction. With this taper the

array at 15 NMz provided a 3-dB beamrwidth )1 6 degrees, a beamwidth be-

tween first nulls of 14 degrees, and a lar@cst sidelobe 17 dB down from

the peak. A 70-ft backscreen behind t)±. crray ,educed backlobes to the

west by 20 dB. The array was $'lay-ca,, % steerable in increments of four

degrees from 62 degrees to 122 degrees -ue, the boresite direction being

90 degrees true.

A representative azimuth pattern for the transmitting: array near

15 MHz as computed from model measure, rats is 3hown in Figure A-1. Nomii~al

array gain is specified to be 18 dB. The presence of fairly sizable side-

and backlobes influence the data as indicated in the text. Vertical gain

falls off smoothly with increasing elevation to a 15 dB null at 35 de-

grees; however, at higher frequencies this null is found at lower

elevations.

The receiving facility in Los Banos employed an azimuthal aperture

of 2.52 km boresited 90 degrees true. Two hundred fifty-six 18-ft vertical
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monopoles were equally spaced over this aperture. A 72-by-8500-ft ground

screen of 2-ft square mesh had been installed to stabilize ground impe-

dance over the absolutely flat but chemically variable earth. Signals

from unmatched elements were summed together in binary fashion into eight

32-element subarrays. Aplitude taper and sufficient gain to overcome

cable loss was then inserted before the eight subarray lines were fed

back to the equipment trailer where they were combined into a single array

output. Voltage gain for a linear array increases with the square root

of the number of elements, giving a directive gain of 24 dB for the 256

elements. Delay-cable array steering had been installed to allow steering

in increments of 1/4 degree to ±16 degrees from boresite. Sweeney13 pre-

sents the design features and performance characteristics of this array

in detail and applies it to a study of forward-oblique HF skywaves.

The antenna pattern oS the receiving array at 15 M z is found in

Figure A-2; its calculation is described in Appendix B. Suffice it to

note here that the pattern has a 0.48-degree, 3-dB beamwidth and a peak

sidelobe level of -25 dB at 15 MHz. Siace there was no front-to-back

disurimination in this array, energy could arrive from the west. Al-

though the transmit array was rated for a 20-dB front-to-back ratio,

backscatter from the Pacific Ocean to the west can create ambiguities in

the data of Sections III and IV. Extraneous focusing lines are one source

of such ambiguity, but these are usually easy to identify using forward-

oblique ionograms or ionospheric predictions. A second source of ambi-

guity could arise in measurement cf the absolute level of backscattered

energy from a specific region over land. The cross section per unit

area 0 over the ocean can be an order of magnitude stronger than the

average a over land (Ref. 20 and references therein).0

The waveform used here for backscatter sounding is the linear swept-

frequency, continuous-wave (SFCW) waveform familiar to radar specialists, 14)1b
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which has been shown to have features attractive tor icnospheric sounding.6

Recently these properties have been described a for a forward-oblique

sounding application.

The SFOW waveform has a complex amplitude

2
:' - i'V - jbt2

A(t) =

(o !It > T/2

where T is the signal duration and b = 2r, X (rate of frequency sweep in

Hz/s). The sweep rate is also given by W-T where W is the total band-

width swept. A transmitted frequency "ramp" is received and mixed with

an identical local frequency "ramp" which has appropriate, known offsets

in its start time and start frequency. The difference frequency Af (at

an IF of 18 Miz) out of this mixer is proportional to F 6t, where F isc c

the rate of frequency sweep and At is the transmission time. After

sufficient amplification and frequency conversion this energy is spectrum

analyzed to provide amplitude vs. delay. This processing is essentially

that of a matched filteris except for the mismatch produced by weighting

the signal to reduce delay oidelobes. A block diagram of the sounder

system is found in Figure 2 in Section II.

The above modulation scheme has a number of advantages for ionospheric

sounding. Because peak power equals average power, weaker requirements

were placed on the transmitter and its antenna in order to achieve a

given level of sensitivity. Secondly, this waveform resulted in good

fixed-frequency interference suppression, since a narrow-band receiver

could be used even when very short effective pulse lengths were realized.

The receiver bandwidth need only be as large as the delay in.crer,,ent of

interest times the sweep rate; for example, a delay window of 1 ms and a
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sueep rate of 250 kllz s requires a 250-11z receiver bandwidth. In ;4-ie-

steep backscatter sounding (9 to 27 .M~tz for this experiment) the total

delay window may be 20 ms or more, requiring a 5-klz bandwidth. A

typical interfering station remains in the feceiver pass band 5'250 = 20

mns. Phillips2- 2 showed that by allowing the rece..-.r to limit on inter-

ference peaks., iaterference energy is spectrally spread and signal-to-

interference ratios are nearly maximized.

SFCW allows very high time-delay resolution that is easily variable.

It 1 T is the filter bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer (T being the

filter integration tire) and F is the sweep rate, then effective pulseC

length is ( T) Y tl F ). Typical parameter values of T = 1 second andC

F = 250 k lz s give a -l-.s effective pulsewidth, which, as mentionedc

above, is achievable without large peak power and with a small receiver

bandwidth. It is worth noting, as an example of the inherent flexibility

of SFC;'. that recorded data may be reprocessed with variable filter band-

-widths in order to ac:,ievP, variable delay resolution, a useful feature

in analysis of backscatter data where dispersion alid ir-homogenelties

often limit the available reqolution. Self noise is a question of im-

portance for pulse-compression techniques; 4- for the SFC1W exciter used

here. various sources of imperfections in the linear sweep produced an

average sidelobe level 20 to 30 IfB down from the peak.

There are offsetting disadvantages of this wavform. First., more

complex equipment is required than with a conventional pulse system;

however, recent progress in both analog and digital spectral-analysis

techniques will make this difference less important. More important

perhaps is the fact that with a delay-processed-only SFCW;' waveform, any

Doppler shift from variable phase-path components is interpreted as a

change in time delay. This effect is neglected in the present study

since o.nospheric Doppler is generally -1 l1z. This is a plausible upper
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limit. for at a wavelength of 20 m, a 1-liz Doppler implies a 72-kn change

in path length in one hour. Only during sizable disturbances and at

daw/sunset periods should this value be exceeded. ,' A Doppler spread.

however, will deteriorate the quality of the effective pulse, not just

move the pulse in the time-delay domain.

A final potential disadvantage cf SFCW waveforms is that one must

assume that the medium is stationary over the signal duration "i (which

varies from 0.1 to 1.0 s in this work). Time changrs on a scale less

than these values of T will not be observed. It is thnught that this

feature does not influence the results presented here.

Cesium-tube clocks were located at the transmitter and receiver

sites to provide all timing and frequency standards. Stability was one

part in 5 x 10 . Once these clocks were synchronized, absolute delay

within 1 s .as available between these two sites. The delay uncertainty

could shift 1 is/day, and so these clocks were resyuchronized periodically.

The receiver had synthesized oscillators derived from the cesium standard

and used an IF bandwidth of 6 kliz. A hybrid-type spectrum analyzer

(Federal Scientific UA-7) produced a 500-1ine spectrum of the product-

detector output. These 5G0 l'.nes may be spread over bands ranging from

100 Hz to 10 kHz. Note that phase information is discarded in this type

of spectrum analysis.

Forward-oblique soundings were available over the east-west Bearden-

Los Baiios path using the same SFCW modulation. Normally the Bearden

10-watt transmitter swept the 7-36 %IHz band at 250 kliz. s. Sweeney ' dis-

cusses the characteristics of oblique soundings as measured with the 1/2-

degree-beamwidth antenna. particular attention is given to the azimuthpl

distribution of individual ionospheric modes. This distribution had im-

plications for thie discussion here of discrete echoes in backscatter data.
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Backscatter soundings of the ionosphere are often hampered by in-

adequate calibration. Several calibration functions were provided for

this experiment by a portable, single-antenma, delay-line repeater. 3 4

With it, one could place a known cross section at a known location on

the earth's surface.

This device alternately switched between a receive and a tranibit

mode at a lO-kIlz rate. While receiving, it stored energy in a 50-,Ls

glass delay line, which was -etransmitted during the following 50-. s

period after a brief dead time to avoid oscillations. As long as the

amplifiers in this device were no,. saturated, the device linearly repeated

the same frequency components that it received. The 10-kliz chopping rate

produced sidlhinnic t h.-t .-- e.1 -". ...... i -- Ian 'idtlh Ur

an SFCW receiver. A double balanced mixer was sometimes used to produce

two sideband versions of the repeated signal, providing a convenient

means of delay-shifting the repeater echo on SFT." backscatter data.

ligure A-3 is a simplified schematic of this device.

When operating in the linear mode the repeater cross section j may

2R

be calculated. For 1 watt m incident power den;ity, the antenna cap-

2
Lures (GA.. .1-) watts. For a total repeater gain of GS, the repeater

delivers (Gs G A-. -1-') watts back to the antenna. Assuming the same gain

applies for retransmissioa (i.e., a monostatic sounder and the same

2 2
ionospheric modc of propagation both ways), then GSG A. ,T watts are re-

transmitted. This is the repeater cross section where a watched system

has been assumed and where GS and (A account for all gains and losses.

This energy is reduced by the square of the ditty cycle; for a -5--percent

duty cycle (typical), the inss is 7 dB. When the repeater return is

modulated, the energy in one sideband is down by 8 dB. Thus,

G G rduty1 r
___ A I modulator

/ cycle - ]
104I,' L loss
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659302

FIGURE A-3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PHILLiPS SINGLE-ANTENNA DELAY-LINE
REPEATER. Also operates with car-mourted whip antenna.

and since Gi is variable, the cross section is variable. Since the re-

peater is broadband, interference may rcduce the available cross section

in that it may limit the value of GS that may be used without saturating

the amplifiers. Bandpass filters were helpful in reducing this limitation.

The largest uncertainty lies in calibrating the antenna's performance,

but it is kncwn to within 3 dB.

This repeater was fully portable and was operated from a station

wagon (see photograpl.s in Figure A-4).
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FIGURE A-4(a) THE PHILLIPS REPEATER IN OPERATION FROMv Af STATION WAGON IN NEW MFEXICO

658317

FIGURE A-4(b) REPEATER PROTOTYPE
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Appendix B

RESOLUTION IN TIME DELAY AND AZIMUTH

1. Inte'ference Rejeztion

In or6--r to assess the effect of a large time-bandwidth product on

interference signals, consider an SFCW sounder sweeping over a bandwidth

W Hz in T seconds (controlled by spectrum analysis integration time) at

a rate of F H1z/s. The receiver bandwidth is W . A received SFLW signalc r

is deramped and proceeds through the processing chain as a narrow-band

spectrum. Fixed-frequency inte-rference when deramped appears as a

linearly sweeping signal as the sounder sweeps through its frequency.

The receiver is operated so as to lwit on any such signals that are

larger than the desired SFMW sig.il; this has the result of spectrally
spreading the interference. Thus, for thiJ' analysis consider SFC17 sig-

nals to have the same amplitude as interference.

Now, impulcive noise ideally lasts l/W (s) in the receiver whiler

the interference signal persists the length of time required to sweep

over the receiver bandwidth, W /F (s). Normally this is much longerr c

than 1/Wr (s). The signal is integrated T s in the spectrum analyzer
2

•

while an interfering signal lasts W /F c(s); thus the ratio of signal-
r c

to-interference is TF cW . Furthermore, because the interference isc r

spectrally spread (by assumption uniformly over the analyzer bandwidth),

a further gain in signal-to-interference ratio is achieved. The signal

lies in one resolutioo cell while interference is spread uniformly

throughout all resolution cells. The time-bandwidth product of the

spectrum analyzer is T - C) where W is the frequency coverage of theC

analyzer. Thus,
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Signal T c=-___ -- •T W = T W-
Interference W /F c W

r C r

W ' for the Los Banos sounder varied from I for normal usp to 0.1 for
c r 3 5

very high resolution use, while TW varied from 2.5 x 10 to 5 x 10

SFOW will thus provide nominally 40-dB interference rejection for

a single interference signal (which can be tens of millivolts at the

receiver input) encountered over the band W (varying from 25 klz to 500

1;Hiz). Each additional interference signal will decrease the interference

rejection accordingly. Firally, it should be noted that the receiver

used in this experiment did not react to interference in the "deal" 'ay.

When very strong interference impulse was encountered, the receiver was

essentially inoperable for periods on the order of milliseconds. The

net result was that sizable time gaps occasionally appeared in the data,

reducing the average signal available.

2. Evaluation of Time Delay and Azimuth Sidelobes

It is assumed that the T and 9 domains are independentY both in

terms of power returned to the sounder and in terms of the subsequent

processing of the data. This approximation is not strictly valid, but

is permissible for the purposes at hand. Thus, o'(r,9) = G'(T) o'(8),

where the primes denote the backscatter cross section of the earch-

ionosphere combination. As far as processing is concerned, T and 9 are

independent for a monostatic sounder an-d for sufficientl3 narrow-band

systems for which the signal bandwidth is less than 10 to 20 percent of

the carrier frequency.

Section II-A gave a description of the way a range-azimuth display

was obtained by slowly scanning the antenna array (normally 1/4 degree

per second) synchronously with repetitive SFCW sweeps. Azimuth informa-

tion was obtained by comparing energy in a range gate for successive
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sweeps (which were made at adjacent antenna steer positions). To the

extent that the echoes remain fixed over the period of time it takes to

generate ain azimuth scan, the azimuth "processing" is independent of the

SFCW processing. Thus the average pouer out of the sounder as a function

of T and e may be described by a superposition of returns--namely (as

given in Section II),

P (T,e) = 0 '(T,e) h(-",G) dT dq (B-I)

where h(',e) describes the processing in delay and azimuth performed by

the backscatter sounder (antenna effects included). Both o'(T,9) and

h(T,e) are separable functions by ossumption; so

P (Te) = P (T) P (9) (B-2)

It is a well known result in radar astronomy3 thaiL the average

power as a function of delay and Doppler is the two-dimensional convo-

lution of the target-scattering function and the radar-ambiguity function.

By assumption, Doppler here is identically zero, and thus

P () = I C'(t) 2(t - TM0) dt (B-3)

2
The ambiguity lunction j has been extensively studied for the type of

waveforms used here.
14YI

To evaluate the form of P Ce), consider a fixed delay gate and de-

termine the output from a scattering element o'(9) when the transmit

antenna is steered at e and the receive antenna is steered at 91. For

this incoherent azimuth processing, intensities add and the power re-

ceived is proportional to GTCe -( o) GRCe -(9 ) a'Ce). G T() and G Ce)

ill

T R 1.



I
are antenna power gains vs. azimuth. The total power received from all

azimuths is obtained by integrating over 9. The transmit steer is usually

kept as close as possible to the receive steer ( 01 ), and thus

P oil O S GR(9 - 911e GT - el)o'() do (B-4)

The essential behavior ts contained in a convolution of the combined

antenna patterns with the modified scattering function 0'(9). The side-

lobe structure of G (G) G(a) will indicate the self noise due to a

scattering surface extended in azimuth.

For the purposes at hand the contribution of delay and azimuth side-

lobes will be evaluated for two cases--first, the "close-in" behavior.

and second, the average contribution of all sidelobes. The close-in

sidelobe contribution within a few pulse widths and beamwidths of the

peak may justly ignore the many loss factors in the radar equation, for

C they are essentially constant for small changes in T and 9.

2
The function (0,o) is

2 (T0)2 /-in bT[T Th 2; IT 1 T
'~ (-r ~ T" b,[T ITj I

and is identically zero for > T. For a specific case of interest

here, T = I s, and W = 5 X 10 Hz. In order to reduce the magnitude of

2
* the sidelobes of * (To) at the expense of slight broadening of the peak,

the data are weighted with a Hanning window. 1 4  The largest sidelob( is

-32 dB, and the effective pulse width is 1.6/W (3.2 ks for this example).
2

Figure 6 in the main text is a plot of the weighted function t (r,o).

2
This plot of *, (T,o) is for an ideal linear SFCW waveform. The

actual SFCW generators used were a step-wise approximation to a linear

sweep. Phase discontinuities may increase the peak sidelobe level to
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-25 dB,' 6 although little broadening of the peak occurs. Tha actual

sidelobe level varied depending on the frequency interval swept and the

sweep rate.

Approximate evaluation of G3 (e) and G () may be accomplished~T R

analytically, although measured antenna patterns would be most desirable.

It is assumed that the antennas are collocated and that the angle to

which the array is steered is azimuth (in fact this angle is a combina-

tion of azimuth and elevation). The suboptimum phasing of the elements

of the receive array when steered away from broadside is neglected;

Sweeney1 3 determined that little sidelobe enhancement occurs as long as

the steer is less than 12 degrees from broadside. Close to the r'ain

lobe these approximations are certainly valid; far away from the nain

lobe, only the integrated sidelobe effects are of interest.

The receive-array gain pattern is readily calculated3 7 with the

modified Doiph taper installed at the 32-element subarray level. The

power gain isIn
11

GR e) = 2Gs() E cos OS l (B-5)
i=O

where n 8, 8 (2i d /.) sin e, and d 320 m (subarray spacing).

The taper coefficients are ao = 1.0, Cr1 = 0.794328, a 2 = 0.562341,

ci.3 = 0.354813. The subarray voltage pattern is

-" 2
1sin k

G (e) = . (B-6)
S k 2sin

2
where k = 32, = (2.d 2/A) sin 0, and d2 = 10 m (element spacing).

For this calculation the midband value of A = 20 m is used.
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G 9)~iya'sso be calculated fromz Eq. (8-5) Usicng the- 41o,1o(ing

Parazetersz n -~8, ( (2d .)sin 9, a N 2 m. ~10
a = . -r1 2 7 4

for the trarismit arr-. s the elexe'i paVtern !or a sin-le array elemnt

that has been deriv'ed -rcm mdel range neasurem~ents. 1 Z shotld be rioted

that r-utual-coiipling ef fects are not taken into accouht evem though th-ey

are thought to influence the radiati,n patterns. Finally the back-side

behavior of the trans~sit array is approxi-nated-as the mirror image of

te front-side pattern reduced by 20 dB. This front-to-back selectivity

is prcvided by a backscreen. Gu) and G (S) %ave been calcalated :%I-
T

ready In Figures 25 and 36. Here the interest is in the product G()
R

G T(a), which is plotted for %', = 20 =a and--5* :r 9 in Figure 7.

Figudres 6 and 7 are the respective delay and azimuth re~ponses for

T = i s, W = 5x10 5liz, andN.= 20 M. at least within the few pulse

widths and beamwidths from the origin that have been plotted. In order

to ascertain the self clutter levels Ekon all the sidelobes it is appro-

priate to take a different approach, while still considering the two

domains separately.

First, very large TW-product SFCW waveforms have a knife-edge ambi-

guity function in the (Tr,f) plane.14 Because the (small) Doappler com-

ponent is ignored, this function may be crudely approximated by the

othumb tack" ambiguity function sketched in Figure B3-1. The average

sidelobe level is found from the volume invariance condition to be

1/(41TW), which is not exact because the main peak is in fact broadeneC:

diagonally in the (Tr,f) plane.

Following Rihaczek,se consider the scattering region of dimensions

&T- and Af to have less extent than the pedestal of * C, f). Assume there

are N discrete point scatterers in this space with total cross section

0 and average cross section Z = o IN. The pedestal height must be scaled
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FIGURE B-1 THE THUMBTACK AMBIGUITY FUNCTION &2(i.f) USED IN ASSESSING
INTEGRATED-DELAY SIDELOBE EFFECTS

*by this cross section to evaluate the self clutter C. Thus,

N
C = -(

4TW i 4TW
i=l

The echo of interest has cross section a; thus the ratio of signal to

self clutter is

* S 4oTW

C N

Now consider a continuously spread echoing region as a set of poin;

scatterers separated by the resolution-cell size. Thus N equals the

number of these cells in the total scattering region; that is, N = 4TWATAf.

The echoing region is spread in the delay dimens.,on only, and thus
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N --2.tfW Substituting abo:re,

S a 12T

C -6A

Adopting zo-e accexptablc zalue for SIC (say, I for simplicity),

this relation says that a/U L ,rI2T rust hold for observation of a.

Equivalently, for a = U one requires T z A-/2. This places n restriction

on the minitum acceptable signal duration (integration time) T Fialer,39

through. a snewh-x different argument, also found that the ratio of sig-

nal to self clutter was proportional to T.

For the cas-3 at hand the echoing region in delay is that approxi-

mated by Figure 5 where A7 20 ms. Since the effective cross section

of the earth-ioposphere combination changes rapidly with T, it is of

interest to attach some meaning to U. One could simply let U be the

value of the effective cross section at the peak (the leading edge).

Then one could assess the ability to observe a reiative to this peak.

Alternatively, an average value of U over the backscatter delay depth

of 20 ms could be evaluated. (It is about 0.2 times the peak value for

the example used here.)

For the processing done in this study, T was variously 0.1, 0.25,

0.5, and 1.0 second.

Turning to considerations of azimuth, there is a self-noise contri-

bution from all the sidelobe region. However, treatment of its average

effects cannot proceed as before. Generally speaking, the narrow beam

was uoed to localize the azimuth from which backscatter energy was

arriving. The signal-to-clutter ratio in the azimuth domain should vary

as G a/1i, where a and U are now the azimuth counterparts of the echo

cross section of interest and the average echo cross section. G in this

case is the gain of the whole antenna system and can be evaluated for
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specoific cases by integrating the combined antenna gains over the xhole

sidelobe region.

Antenna sidelobes will degrade the ability to observe a desired r

in the presence of '. This is particularly true when one recalls that

the ezrth-ionosphere combination of echo strengths in delay and azimu *h

are not only quite extended but ar* also extremely variable.

Numerical estimates of the contribution of self clutter require

(1) knowledge of the Aonospheric profile in all directions from the

sounder, (2) measured antenna gains, (3) inclusion of elevation-angle

effects, and (4) specific iniormadion as to the levels of cross section.

The back-side response of this syst m is one particularly important factor.

Backscatter to the west is from the Pacific Ocean, and it is thought that

a 0(ocean);.- 10 a 0(land) on the average (see Ref. 20 and references

therein). Only by carefully cheosing operating times, antenna steers

and range gates could east-west ambiguity be avoided in backscatter

returns.

A convenient means of measuring the self-clutter characteristics

is available that does not require measurement of antenna patterns. If

the repeater return is shifted out of the ground backscatter, a time-

delay-vs.-azimuth data format will determine the point response in these

two domains. Care should be taken to average out the various sources of

fluctuation present. An experiment for mepsuring this point response is

planned.
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